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For this figure (BASINS), 
I outlined the Crater flat 
basin from the preceding 
gravity map. Within the 
basin, I outlined two 
additional sub-basins 
based on the extent of 
alluvium that may be 
sufficiently deep to 
contain buried basalts. 

Using Archfo, these 
outlines were compiled as 
polygon coverages and 
their areas calculated: 

CF Basin = 1012.9 km2 
East basin = 159.7 km2 
West Basin = 168.2 km2 

Areas of the CNWRA 
I 

Crater Flat Basin I ,. A mag surveys also were 
calculated from Archfo 

IO/bhill/arcs tuff/ymregio 
n/cnwra-magsurdcnwra- 
mag 

I polygon coverage 
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5000 540000 545000 550000 555000 560000 basin: ' 
EBasin: 1.8,3.8 km2 

W Basin: 5.6, 3.1, 8.0, 3.7 km2 

Aeromagnetic anomalies from O'Leary et al. (2002) were binned according to High (red), Medium 
(green) or Low (blue) confidence. Volcano locations from coverage 
IO/bhi1Yarcstuff/ymregion/basalt/ymrall-vents 

Entries into Scientific Notebook No. 88 for the period 4/01/02 to 9/1/02 (pp. 376-389) have been made 
by Brittain E. Hill. No original text entered into this Scientific Notebook has been removed. 
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EM Certification: 

I have reviewed scientific notebook E 088 and find it in compliance with QAP-001. There is sufficient M o m t i o n  regarding 
procedure used for conducting the research and acquiring and analyzing the data so that another qualified scientist could repeat 
the activity or activities recorded in this scientific notebook. 

H. Lawrence McKague 
GLGP Element Manager 

U 
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Continuation of Field Volcanism Research Project - Scientific Notebook #E88, Started 
June 10,1993 - Brittain Hill. WP8.0 file FELDVOL11.NOT 

September 12,2002 

Project: Basalt in Nye County Early Warning Drill Hole 23P. This entry documents preliminary 
information relayed through Jack Parrott at NRC On-Site reps office. Preliminary lithology logs cannot 
be copied or sent to the Center, but can be discussed over the phone. 

From information on Nye County web site (www.nvecountv.com), Drill Hole 23P is located at 
geographic coordinates 36" 41' 05.137" North, 116" 23' 50.412" West, with a Legal Description of 
Township 15s Range 50E Section 6 NW 1/4 NW 1/4. Elevation: 868.58m AMSL (2800.45 ft +/-) GPS. 
This corresponds to UTM coordinates 4059870 Northing, 553845 easting, for Zone 11, NAD27 spheroid. 

Basalt in Nye EWDP-23P occurs in rotary drill cuttings from 1W-1340: which is the tdal depth o€ the 
hole. Samples were collected at 5' intervals. In this interval, about 50% of the returns are tuffaceous 
sands and crystals, generally angular to subrounded and medium to coarse grained. The remainder of the 
sample is olivine basalt, which ranges from medium gray (N4) to pale red brown (10R5/4). Basalt has 
abundant phenocrysts, and light grey (N8) clasts of calcium carbonate. Rare vesicles have a greenish- 
yellow (10Y8/2) mineral that is likely zeolite. As a confidence assessment, basalt is thought to correlate 
with a high resistivity layer in electromagnetic survey line AM-14 from Greenhouse and Zablocki (1982, 
Slumberger Resistivity Survey in the Amargosa Desert, USGS OFR 82-897). Abundance of sands may be 
due to wash from overlying units in the drill hole, as water table is at 417' depth. 

Basalt does not create a discernable anomaly in the USGS regional aeromagnetic survey data. Drillhole 
23P is located about 3km west of the Gravity Fault, which delineates the eastern boundary of the 
Amargosa TroughKrater Flat Structural Basin. 
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October 16,2002 

& Project: Scoping calculations for preclosure lava-flow inundation of YM surface facilities. Evaluate the 
potential for recently proposed surface facility area for direct impact from lava flows, given that some area 
up topographic gradient can channel potential lava into these areas. 

1) Develop a simplified coverage of surface facilities. Clipped a digital copy of the surface facilities shown in 
Gordon Pedersen’s 9/10/02 presentation to the NWTRB (p. 14), which is shown below. Numbered points 
used to register the image in Arc/Info in step 2. 

2) Register this image to 20ft topographic coverage for this area, using standard Arc/Info techniques. Once 
image is registered, trace outline of key surface facilities in this figure, neglecting rail and truck roads. This is 
LA902-SURF coverage in IO/..NMREGION/REPOSITORY. 

3) Overlay LA902-SURF on 20ft topographic coverage. Trace topographic basin up gradient from surface 
facilities that could channel a lava flow into the surface facility area. Create coverage LAVAZONE02. This 
is a basic geomorphic argument, that lava flows will follow existing channels or topographic gradients, up to 
changes in topographic elevation equivalent to the thickness of the adjacent lava flow. If the resulting 
probability calculations are significant, then more advanced lava-flow modeling is warranted. 

4) Create a simplified coverage of LA902_SURF, which can be used in the probability code PVHA-YM. 
This simplified coverage is LAVA-SIMPLE. Ungenerate this coverage in Arcnnfo to extract polygon 
coodinates, which are: 547683,4077948 550769,4076329 552082,4078986 5491 19,4088121 
545086,408861 0 547683,4077948 and contained in PVHA-YM file LAVA-SIMPLE.AREA. 

5) Results of these steps are shown in the figure on the next page: 
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Topographic bash that codd capme a lava flow 
in preclosure shown in light gray, with key 
surface facilities shown in dark gray. 50m 
contour interval, NAD27 UTM Zone 1 1. 

Below is a screen capture from PVHA-YM, 
showing the simplified outline of the basin and a 
Gaussian probability model normalized by 
regional gravity. Using an upper-bounding 
recurrence rate of 20 v/Myr (See Hill and 
Stamatakos, 2002 for details), the annual 
probability of an eruption within this basin is 
7x107. The probability of such flows extending 
to the surface facility area is <1, thus, probability 
of disruption is <7x107. Using other models 
(simple gaussian, fewer volcanoes or lower 
recurrence rates) gives P<7xlO-’ as well. 

Thus, based on current design options, the 
probability of lava-flow impacts on preclosure 
surface facilities appears less than one in 10,000 
during the 100 yr preclosure period @e., 
<6x 1 O-6. 

Spabal Racurrance (Gravity+ Caur8im) 10/16R002.16:16 PVW-YM vwrion 2.0 

The proDabllity thal a wlcanic event occur) wthin Ine reposnory 15 6 6858155E.7 

Select Reposltov Site 
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Project: 2/19/2003 Analysis of precision and accuracy for Cerro Negro geochemical analyses obtained in 
November 1999. These analyses and sample descriptions are reported in page 325-325 of this notebook. 
Determination of uncertainty done in Excel2000 spreadsheet CNCHEM-ERRORS.XLS, which is copied in 
the attached disk. 

t. 

s c  PPm 39. 
V 315 
C r  45 

N i  16 
Zn 73 
Ga 17 -.$“ ppm 1.7 

R b  7 

Sr 429 
S r  PPm 42 
c s  PPm 0.3 
B a  388 

R b  P P ~  7 .  

B a  PPm 38 

- 
Y 15.7, - 

H f  1.02 - 

T a  0.08 - 

- 
Z r  43.2 - 

N b  n d  
- 

T h  0.32 - 
U 0.42 

First, 11/99 
analyses from 
Washington 
State 
University did 
a duplicate 
analysis of lava 
12195-4, using 
the same 
sample powder 
to make two 
different 
analytical 
beads for XRF 
and ICP-MS 
analyses. 

The percent 
error between 
the duplicate 
samples is 
given in 
column 
“Precision of 
Duplicate 
analyses” 

Next, the 
difference 
between the 
11/96 analyses 
and average 
11/99 analyses 
for this sample 
are calculated, 
and given in 
the “Precision 
of Avg Dup cf. 
11/96” column. 

These 
uncertainties 
capture 
analytical 
precision. 
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To evaluate accuracy of 
the analyses, the USGS 
standard BIRl was 
submitted as a blind. 
Errors that are >reported 
uncertainty in BIRl 
values are bolded in the 
“Difference Analy vs Std 
Values” column; most 
errors fall within reported 
uncertainty in BIRl 
values. 

sc 
V 306 
Cr 373 
co 
Ni 155 
Zn 67 
Ga 18 

3.00 

u 

Rb 0 
Rb 0.5 
Sr 108 
Sr 108 
cs 0.01 
Ba 4 
Ba 8 

To derive the “WSU 
Uncertainty”, the 
Inccuracy from Standard 
column is compared with 
the Precision columns for 
duplicate analyses in the 
preceding page. This 
uncertainty captures the 
analytical precision and 
accuracy of the WSU 
analyses. 

The Total Uncertainty 
includes the differences 
between the 11/99 WSU 
and 11/96 WU labs 
analyses. Generally this 
is the same as WSU 
uncertainty, but 
inaccuracy in replicate 
analysis of 12195-4 
increases the uncertainty 
in some minor elements. 

Reported values will be 
those with lowest 
uncertainties, when 
multiple techniques are 
used for same element 
(e.g., Ba from XRF has 
only 5% error, but ICP- 
MS analyses are 10% 
error at these abundance 
levels). 
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Project: 3/10/03: Ongoing petrographic examination of thin sections from YMR basalt. Count phenocrysts 
(>0.3 mm) and microphenocrysts (>0.03 mm) using point-count stage on petrographic inicroscope in Bldg 
57 using standard petrographic techniques. Data contained in MS Excel spreadsheet YEACHEMWORK. 

(I ' 
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Skull Mtn 42795-4 SKM-- 
42795-5 SKM- 
42795-6 SKM- 

Little Skull 42895-1 LSM-- 
42895-2 LSM 

Jackass 42795-7 JF 
42895-4 JF 
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- 
301 

Uio 

- 
- 

- 
tic hyalopilitic GM, uvesic+vesic, 01 20-50% idd. Cruciform Cpx 
consertal plag, pliotax GM. 01 100% idd+Chl, plg w/ 10% chl 

- 
NYI - 50% plg sieved, some glass now cpx rich. Arnph <O.lmrn, Ols50Y0 idd 

seriate consertal pilotax GM. 20% plg sieved glorns, 01 >90% idds, Radial Cpx 

- 

-- - 
PR -- VCG consertal plg GM. 01 >90% idds. Plg 10% w/ diffuse glass, NZ. 

-- MG seriate GM pilotax. 01 >30% idds. Plag 10% sieved, strong NZ. 
-- CG felty holoxtln, consertal. Plg 10% w/ fritt+NZ overgrowths. Plg to 5mrn. 01 >50% idds 
CG weak pilotax, seriate consertal. Plg fresh weak NZ, 01 >90% idds tr chl. 
VCG consertal plg GM. 01 >8O% idds, Cpx subophitic w/ pink tint Titanaugite. Clay w/ gm 

- FG hyalopil seriate GM. 01 <20% idds, Plg ~ 1 0 %  w/ glass incs. Tr C03. 

-- VCG holoxtl GM consertal. Cpx suboph-oph. 01 >50% ids, plg fresh nz seriate 

VCG holoxtl GM consertal. Cpx suboph-oph. 01 >50% ids, plg fresh nz seriate 

__ 

-- - 

-_ 

1Ox.01 w/ Sp +glass. CG seriate GM. 
20x.%yalopilitic MG GM. 90% plg sieved. Golrn P+Cpx+Ol 

l o x  Holoxtln consertal seriate GM, Cpx subop-oph, 01 >8O% idds. 
I I I 

I 

-- 
Specter 142895-5 ISPEC / ~ O X .  Holoxtln FG GM. 01 euh but 30% skeletal, Idd+Chl IO-30%. Odd min. 

-I -- 
VCG felty hyaloxtln GM. 50% plg sieved, 01 80-100% idds 
-- pilotax acic plag. 50% plg sieved, 01 80-100% idds 

hyalopil weak GM, 40% plg sieved (lg), 01 50-100°/~ idds. Abund (20%) clays 

MG hyalopilitic GM, acic seriate plag. 90% Plg sieved, 01 10-50% idd 

__ GM weak hyalopilitic. 90% plg sieved, 01 0-20% idds 
Felty GM hyaloxtln, tab seriate plag. 90% plg sieved, 01 50-90% idd 

__ GM, C03 in dikty vugs. Tr oxyBio c0.03rnrn 
CG hyalopilitic GM. Plg highly sieved. 

CG holoxtln GM, blocky plg. Sieved phnos 

trachy GM, cpx subophitic. Plag poorly twinned. 
trachy GM, cpx subophitic. Plag poorly twinned. 
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Entries into Scientific Notebook No. 88 for the period 9/01/02 to 3/10/03 (pp. 390-399) have been made by 
Brittain E. Hill. No original text entered into this Scientific Notebook has been removed. (L, 
Brittain E. Hill @$.// 

I have reviewed this scientific notebook and find it in agreement with QAP-001. There is sufficient 
information regarding methods used for conducting tests, acquiring and analyzing data so that another 
qualified individual could repeat this activity. 

H. Lawrence McKague 4/19/43 

J 
/ /' 
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Project: 7/7/03. Additional isotopic analyses of YMR basaltic rocks, to support ongoing petrology studies. 
Previously identified samples of Miocene YMR basalt were shipped to Dr. Todd Housh, University of 
Texas Austin. We have worked previously with Dr. Housh, who has successfully conducted isotopic 
analyses of other YMR basalts. Sample analyses followed standard mass spectrographic techniques for Sr, 
Nd, and Pb isotopes. Specific details of the analyses: 

Samples were leached in warm 7N HN03 prior to dissolution. 

Sr was analyzed in static multicollector mode on the lsoprobe ICP-MS, and corrected for mass 
fractionation using 86Sr/88Sr = 0.1 194 and an exponential fraqctionation law. 

Nd isotopic compositions were measured in static multicollection mode on the IsoProbe ICP-MS and 
corrected for mass fractionation using 146/144 = 0.721 9 and an exponential fractionation law. Second 
order mass bias effects were corrected using internal regressions of 145/144 and 150/144 vs. 143/144. 
Twelve analyses of an Ames standard gave 143/144 = 0.51 2086 +/- 0.000006 (1 std. error). 

Pb isotopic compositions were measured in static multicollection mode on the IsoProbe ICP-MS. Pb ratios 
were corrected for mass fractionation using 203TV205TI = 0.41 89. Subsequently, these ratios were 
normalized by the following factors: 206/204 - 1.00061 8, 207/204 - 1.001 21 1, and %08/204 - 1.002000 in 
order to correct for biases observed in multiple measurements of NlST 981. 

lab label 
Stealth basalt 2795-1 
Mio. Crater Flat 2795-3 

Solitario Canyon 42396-2 
Funeral Fm. 2895-1 

Thirsty Mtn. 42596-5 
Kiwi Mesa 42795-2 
Skull Mtn. 42795-4 ‘U 

Little Skull Mtn 42895-1 
Little Skull Mtn 42895-3 
Jackass Flat 42895-4 
Specter Range 42895-5 
Buckboard Mesa 82693-4 

Hidden Cone 91294-9 
Nye Canyon 91 494-5 
Nye Canyon 91 494-6 
Paiute Ridge 91 594-2 
“standard” Std 

Little Cone 8 2 7 9 3 - 7 

87/86Sr 
0.707523 
0.7071 45 
0.707326 
0.707930 
0.7061 44 
0.706494 
0.706654 
0.707286 
0.7071 33 
0.706882 
0.70731 6 
0.706772 
0.7071 26 
0.706978 
0.703778 
0.703607 
0.704628 
0.703454 

143/144Nd eNd 206/204Pb 207/204Pb 208/204Pb 
0.51 21 49 -9.53 17.861 1 15.5562 38.4286 
0.51 2202 -8.50 18.51 93 15.6020 38.8848 
0.51 2083 -1 0.83 18.1 399 15.5668 38.6499 
0.51 2074 -1 0.99 18.2930 15.6071 39.3250 
0.51 2347 -5.67 18.5459 15.6060 38.7072 
0.51 2273 -7.1 2 18.1 407 15.5783 38.6606 
0.51 2221 -8.1 3 17.91 62 15.5643 38.4354 
0.51 21 41 -9.70 17.8978 15.5592 38.4692 
0.51 2028 -1 1.90 18.4822 15.61 00 38.6903 
0.51 221 5 -8.25 18.3388 15.5930 38.7386 
0.51 2288 -6.82 19.0449 15.6659 38.8930 
0.51 21 06 -1 0.39 18.031 3 15.5521 38.21 52 
0.51 21 41 -9.69 18.4958 15.6048 38.7437 
0.51 21 41 -9.69 18.5325 15.5954 38.5491 
0.51 2754 2.27 18.6587 15.5884 38.41 81 
0.51 291 8 5.47 18.3379 15.5704 38.5362 

0.51 3004 7.14 18.6624 15.5266 38.2802 
0.51 2561 -1.51 18.1 239 15.5430 38.31 25 

The “standard” in the analyses is USGS rock standard BHVO-1. Isotopic values reported in (E. S .  Gladney 
and I. Roelandts (1988). 1987 Compilation of Elemental Concentration Data for USGS, BHVO-1, MAG-1, 
QLO- 1, RGM- 1, SCo- 1, SDC- 1, SGR- 1 and STM- 1. Geustundurds Newsletter 12: 25:3-362) are: 
Nd-1431144 0.51298 +/- 2, versus a measured value of 0.51300 +/- 1 herein. 
Sr-87/86 0.70348 +/- 1, versus a measured value of 0.70345 +/- 1 herein. 

The measured values are accurate to within the 2-sigma errors reported for the BHVO-1 standard, and are 
generally consistent with isotopic values reported for similar basalt analyzed by other researchers. Thus, the 
isotopic analyses appear acceptable and should be used in developing petrologic mode1.s for the YMR. 
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Project: August 20-29,2003. Conduct independent calculations to support Risk Insights report. Initial 
drafts of the report rely heavily on DOE calculations, which may not be correct with respect to probability 
weighted dose or accurately reflect KTI agreement sensitivities. I conducted runs with ‘TPA4.lj code to 
provide an independent evaluation of IA KTI insights. 

b p  

For each insight topic, I only preserved the initial TPA.INP control file along with the relevant output files 
for the parameters of interest. These are usually AIRPKDOS.RES and ASHOUT.RES for ASHPLUME 
parameters, and RGSSA.TPf4 for some remobilization through time parameters. 

To evaluate significance of volcanic release source term, I first ran TPA4.lj in default model for volcanic 
release, fixing the time of the eruption to t+1000 yr and conducting 100 realizations. Although this number 
of realizations may not absolutely reflect a stable mean, the accuracy is sufficient for scoping calculations of 
sensitivity or significance. After this run (tlk-base), I ran the code in “distribution” mode, which is the beta 
distribution for the random intersection-breakout “dogleg” model in Woods et al. (2002, GRL). Results of 
these runs are contained in Excel file RISKJNSIGHTS803.XLS. I sorted the data and plotted as CDF of 
results: 

Risk Significance 
Alternative Conceptual Flow-Path Models 

Mean = 1295 rem/yr 

Mean = 106 rem/y 

I 8 I , ‘ - ,  ,,, , , , , , , ,  \ ,,,,,  ., 
1 10 100 1000 10000 

Conditional TEDE (rem/yr) 

This analysis shows that an 
1 1 . 3 ~  increase in source 
term for volcanic release 
results in a 1 2 . 2 ~  increase 
in average conditional 
dose. ‘This result is 
expected, as previous work 
has shown an essentially 
linear correlation between 
volcanic source-term and 
resulting dose. This is a 
reasonable effect, as the 
mass of HLW is very small 
(order of 0.01 %) relative to 
the total mass of the cinder 
cone eruption. HLW 
behaves as a dilute trace 
phase., and does not 
appreciably affect the 
fallout characteristics of 
tephra dispersion for the 
HLW grain sizes used in 
the calculations. 
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For significance of remobilization, the essential problem remains that influx of remobilized tephra from 
slopes surrounding YM are likely deposited in Fortymile Wash, around the location of the RMEI. The 
hazard is the influx of suspendable fines, which are inhaled. TPA4. l j  blithely assumes that airborne particle 
concentrations will decrease exponentially after an eruption, with a half-life of 14 yrs. I[n addition, the in situ 
deposits will erode at a relatively slow rate (half-life 1,000 yrs). As a proxy for influx of new tephra from 
remobilization, I increased the half-life for post-eruption mass loads through time. This, approach is not 
mechanistic, however, accurately represents the potential health effects of the remobi1i:zation issue. 

*r 

102 - 

101 - 

100- * 
E 
92 - 10-1- 
a, 
v) 

E 
3 10-2- 

c 10-3- 

10-4- 

105 - 

c 
0 

U 
.- 
.c-' .- 

8 

2 

a, 

a, 

10-6 - 

'W 

Sensitivity to Change in Decay Rate of 
Post-Eruption Mass Load 

I I I I I I I I I I 1 -  

Eruption in Year t+ lQOO 

ti12 = 14 yr 
o ti12 = 143 yr 
v t1/2 = 1430 yr 

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 11000 

Year 

Note that the minimum time step in the code (50 yrs) does not provide fine enough resolution to fit a curve 
to the default results. As a proxy for risk significance, I summed the conditional doses from years t+1000 to 
t+2000, each weighed by a 1 Oe-7 likelihood of occurrence. This risk is 0.13 r e d y r  for 14 yrs, 0.3 r e d y r  
for 142 yrs, and 0.7 r e d y r  for 1420 yrs. The cumulative effects of these half-life differences is likely 
greater when propagated to risk, but these values give some idea of the scope and warrant more work. " 
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TPA4. lj uses the upper 0.3 cm of the tephra-fall deposit as the resuspendable layer for inhalation dose, 
which constrains the mass available for airborne particle concentrations. DOE, however, indicates the 
deposit can be mixed with variable amounts of soil, thus diluting the HLW concentration in the suspendable 
fines. The DOE approach of 15 cm soil mixing may be consistent with farmland, however, is not consistent 
with other land uses appropriate for the RMEI. The significance of these alternative views for suspendable- 
layer HLW concentration is shown by this TPA4. lj simulation, where I set the 
DEPTHOFRESUSPENDABLELAYER to 15 cm: 

h w  

Risk Significance 
Assumptions on Mixing Zone 

cv’ 

>r 
.c, .- - 
E 

2 a 
8 0.1 - 

a a 

c a 
U 
a, a 
0 
X w 
a c 
0 

U c 

- 
.- 
4- .- 

s 
0.01 - 

1 

Mixing zone = 0.3 cm 

Mean = 106 rem/yr 

Mixing Zone = 15 cm 

0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000 10000 

Conditional TEDE (rem/yr) 

Note that a 50x increase in the depth of the mixing zone results in a 12x reduction in conditional dose. Thus, 
there is a roughly 1:4 relationship for sensitivity of this parameter assumption, in contrast to 1:l for high risk 
significance and c1:5 for low significance. Although the IA KTI agreement 2.14 originally listed this as a low 
risk significance, this analysis suggests a medium level of significance better represents this concern. 
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Evaluating the significance of differences in the range of tephra volumes used is complicated by the 
modeling approach used in the TPA4.lj code. Currently, TPA uses eruption power and duration to 
constrain the volume of the eruption and column height. To evaluate potential differences between TPA and 
DOE approaches. I used calculations in the EXCEL spreadsheet ERUPTDYN.XLS to relate changes in 
eruption power (with same range of durations as previously) to appropriate ranges of vdumes: 

w 

Power Duration 
3.50E+09 1.80E+05 
3.1 2E +10 1.99E +05 
5.89E+10 2.20E+05 
8.66E+10 2.45E+05 
1.14E+11 2.74E+05 
1.42E+ll 3.07E+05 
1.70E+ll 3.45E+05 
1.97E+ll 3.89E+05 

2.53E+11 5.02E+05 
2.25E+11 4.41E+05 

2.81E+ll 5.39E+05 
3.08E+11 5.73E+05 

3.64E +11 7.54E +05 
3.91 E +11 8.66E +05 
4.19E+ll 9.92E+05 

4.75E+11 1.18E+06 

3.36E +11 6.57E +05 

4.47E+11 1.12E+06 

5.02E+ll 1.24E+06 
5.30E+ll 1.30E+06 

‘Ivr 
2.67E +11 6.1 7E +05 

Power Duration 
2.00E+10 1.80E+05 
5.32E+l0 1.99E+05 
8.63E+10 2.20E+05 
1.19E+ll 2.45E+05 
1.53E+ll 2.74E+05 
1.86E+ll 3.07E+05 

2.52E+11 3.89E+05 
2.85E+11 4.41E+05 

3.52E+11 5.39E+05 

2.19E+11 3.45E+05 

3.18E+ll 5.02E+05 

3.85E+11 5.73E+05 
4.18E+ll 6.57E+05 
4.51 E+11 7.54E+05 
4.84E+11 8.66E+05 
5.17E+ll 9.92E+05 

5.84E+11 1.18E+06 
6.17E+ll 1.24E+06 

5.51 E + 1 1 1.1 2E +06 

6.50E+ll 1.30E+06 

Calc Calc Calc ORE 
Height Volume(g) Vol (m3) 

1’99E+00 857E;-i1 3*30E+05 For the TPA approach, these calcs 3.45E+00 8.45E+12 325E+06 
4.04E+00 .77E+13 6.8OE+06 represent a uniform range between default 

4.77E+00 

5.26E+00 
5.03E+00 

5.47E+00 
5.65E+00 
5.81 E+OO 
5.97E+00 
6.11E+00 
6.24E+00 
6.37E+00 
6.49E+00 
6.60E+00 
6.70E+00 
6.81 E+OO 
6.90E +00 
7 .OO E +00 

4.26E+13 1.64E+07 
5.94E+13 228E+07 Note that average volume is a bit high, but 
7.98E+13 3.07E+07 the log-uniform sampling in the TPA code 
1.05E+14 4.03E+07 reduces this average to 5e7. 
1.35E+14 521E+07 
1.73E+14 6.66E+07 
2.06E+14 7.93E+07 
2.41E+14 9.27E+07 
3.01E+14 1.16E+08 
3.74E+14 1.44E+08 
4.62E+14 1.78E+08 
5.66E +14 2.1 8E +08 
6.85E+14 2.63E+08 
7.61E+14 293E+08 
8.52E+14 3.28E+08 
9.42E+14 3.62E+08 

Calc Calc Calc DRE 

3.94~+00 
4.44E+00 
4.82E+00 
5.13E+00 5.69E+13 2.19E+07 Dower range in TPA4.li, with results 

1.44~+13 5.53~+06 4.4e8 m3, I empirica1:ly adjusted the power 
2.59E+13 9.96E+06 range to give the relevant volume range, 
3.99E+13 1.53E+07 keeping duration fixed. I then used this 

Y 

5.38E+00 7.76E+13 2.99E+07 shown on the next pal;e. 
5.61E+OO 1.03E+14 3.96E+07 
5.81 E +00 

6.16E +00 
5.99E +00 

6.31 E +00 
6.46E+00 

6.72 E +00 

6.95 E +00 

6.59E+00 

6.84 E +00 

7.06E+00 
7.17E+00 

7.36E+00 
7.27 E +00 

1.34E +14 5.1 4E +07 
1.72E +14 6.60E +07 

2.58E+14 9.93E+07 
3.01 E +14 1.1 6E +08 

4.64E + 14 1.78E +08 

6.99E+14 2.69E+08 

2.1 8E +14 8.38E +07 

3.74E +14 1.44E +08 

5.72E+14 2.20E+08 

8.43E+14 3.24E+08 
9.36E+14 3.60E+08 

1.1 6E +15 4.44E +08 
1.05E+15 4.02E+08 
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Risk Significance 
DOE Tephra Volume Range 

Base Case, 
&'\ le6-4e8m3 

Mean = 31 
(80th %ile) 

L Avg=6e7 DOE 
5e6-5e8 m3 
Avg = le8 \ Mean = 106 rem/vr 

(85th %ile) 

1 I I I 3 -  

1 10 1 00 1000 1 0000 

Conditional TEDE (rerdyr) 

Using the results from ASHOUT.RES, I calculated the actual volume range using a DKE of 2600 kg/m3. 
Although there are slight differences in the absolute range due to undersampling, the volume ranges in the 
figure closely represent the differences between NRC and DOE approaches. Thus, a- ;!x increase in 
average eruption volume by DOE results in a 3x decrease in average conditional dose. 
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In addition, I plotted base-case 
results for volume, thickness 
(1.4 g/cc density) and dose and 
do not find any direct 
correlations. The largest doses 
do not appear linked to either 
inherently large or small 
eruptions. 

R2 < 0.1 0 Thickness (cm) versus dose 

1 10 100 1000 10000 
rrr..rlitirrnni i.nmi...\ 

100 j I I 1 - 
t Ct 

0 *a: 0 3. 
0. 0 

* O  

Not surprisingly, there is a 
modest coi-relation between 
eruption volume and deposit 
thickness, with largest eruptions 
giving thickest deposits and 
smallest eruptions producing 
thinnest deposits. Note, 
however, that small eruptions 
can create 1 cm thick deposits, 
as can the largest eruptions. 
This is entirely expected, as it 
shows the effects of wind 
speed. 
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To evaluate potential effects of alternative wind-speed distributions, I first obtained the Desert Rock 
windifield data from N. Franklin (NOAA data set), which is in file DESERT.UAD. As this is a 40 Gb file, I 
was only able to parse the first 65,000 records into Excel, which represents data from May 1978 to 
February 1979. I sorted these data to have measurements only from 0-7 km above ground level, which 
corresponds to tephra column heights in the TPA. 

w* 

20 
TPA 4.1 j ,  base volcanism 
100 realizations Base-case run of 100 

realizations. Note somewhat 

0 1000 2000 

5000 

4000 

3000 0 c al 
3 
U 

t" 2000 

1000 

0 
0 

1 ,  
exponential decay in column 
heights, reflecting apparent 
bias in log-uniform sampling 
of power-duration 
relationships. 

3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 

Column Height (m, AGL) 

Desert Rock, NV 
0-7 km AGL 

1 
nII 

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 

Altitude, (m AGL) 

Desert rock data show 
essentially uniform 
distribution of 
measurements for 0-7 km 
AGL, with some bias in the 
first 500m. This 
distribution appears OK for 
the fis:rt-pass analyses. 
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Alternative Wind-speed distribution 
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LogNormal Winds 
[l , 50 ds] 

Mean = 85 redyr 
(82'h %ile) 

From the 0-7 km data, I 
constructed a 1 m / s  histogram bin in 
Excel and brought the results into 
Sigmaplot. Using these bins, I was 
able to fit a 3-parameter lognormal 
distribution to the data, which has 
the shown relationships and 0.95 
goodness of fit. 

These data represent a lognormal 
distribution with 0.001=1 m / s  and 
0.999 = 50 d s . .  

Mean = 106 redyr 
(85'h %ile) 

0 BaseCaseWinds 
0 LogNorma1 Winds A 

Using this lognormal 
distribution, there is little 
change in the resulting 
conditional dose. However, 
TPA 4.l.i does not provide a 
simple way to output wind 
speeds for each realization. 

Additional consideration is 
warranted for i) analysis of 
the entire Desert Rock wind 
data set, ii) consideration for 
weighting of the windfield to 
reflect particle time in 
advection within the plume, 
which is longer than the fall 
time after settling from the 
plume through the windfield 
to the surface, and iii) 
alternative distributions that 
may have different tails on 
the distribution. 

1 10 100 loo0 loo00 

Conditional TEDE (redyr) 
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Entries into Scientific Notebook No. 88 for the period 3/11/03 to 8/3 1/03 (pp. 400409) have been made by 
Brittain E. Hill. No original text entered into this Scientific Notebook has been removed. m* 

I have reviewed this scientific notebook and find it in agreement with QAP-001. There is sufficient 
information regarding methods used for conducting tests, acquiring and analyzing data so that another 
qualified individual could repeat this activity. 
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Project: 2 Jan 04 to 6 Jan 04. Evaluation of ASHPLUME model parameters for use in TPA 5.x code. 
Using Excel functions, I am able to generate probability distribution functions and sample these functions 
stochastically within an Excel spreadsheet. This permits more accurate evaluations than previously 
possible for TPA model parameter distributions. Calculations are documented in Mi cro$oft EXCEL 2000 
worksheet TPAS-PARAMETERS.XLS, with the OR-MM add-ins activated. 

k w p  

ASHPLUME uses volcanic event power and duration to calculate column heights and tephra volumes 
(e.g., Jarzemba et al., 1997). Previous approaches (NRC, 1999) have used power and duration from 
historically active basaltic cinder cones to define TPA parameter ranges. Estimated Quaternary volcano 
tephra volumes are 1x106 m3 to 5x10' m3 (NRC, 1999). The 1-km basal diameter for the highly eroded 
cinder cone at Northern Crater Flat (w/ central plug) is about twice that of Lathrop Wells. Fall deposits 
10-cm-thick also occur several km from the central Pliocene vents. Thus, tephra volumes up to twice 
Quaternary volumes may have occurred during Pliocene eruptions. A log uniform distribution of tephra 
volumes from 1x106 m3 to 1 x108 m3 gives an average volume of -2x107 m3 and accounts for interpreted 
uncertainties in future tephra volumes. The current range in TPA4.1 for power of 3.5e9-5.3ell and 
duration of 1.8e5-1.3e6, however, gives a range of tephra volumes of 9e5-6e8 m3. In addition, mass 
flow rates range from 4-300 m3/s; the upper range is unrealistic. 

Using the estimated range for tephra volume of lx  1 O6 m3 to lx  10' m3 and the eruption duration range of 
1.8e5 to 1.3e6, calculated column heights are 1 . M . 5  km with average of 3.2 km. Power values 
calculated from these column heights [=(Height/0.0082)*4] are 8 e 8 4 e l l .  However, if a log uniform 
distribution of Power of 8 e 8 4 e l l  is used with a duration distribution of 1.8e5-1.3e6, the resulting 
volumes of 2e5-5e8 m3 are still unrealistic. 

.++*+e+: / .-+ I 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 

n 4 4.5 
5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 

Column Height (km) 

100% 

80% 

60% 

40% 

20% 

0% 

slightly different results for the 1,000 realizations given in the sheet. 

Clearly, Power and Duration 
must be conditioned so that 
appropriate eruption volumes 
and column heights are used 
in TPA5 .x. With 
experimentation, a Power 
range of 4e9-3e 1 1 and 
Duration range of 
1.8e5-7.8e5 give eruption 
volumes of 9e5-2e8 m3 and 
column heights of 2.1-6.1 
km. This also gives mass 
flow rates of 2-1 60 m3/s, 
with an average of 40 m3/s, 
which is consistent with 
cinder cone eruptions (e.g., 
Hill et al., 1998). 

Note that each calculation of 
the TPAS-PARAMETERS 
spreadsheet will resample 
the parameters, and give 

Ultimately, TPA5.x should use duration and volume as input parameters, rather than Power, as this 
provides a clearer comparison with DOE parameter ranges and YMR estimated data. 'W 
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Wind speed is currently based on an exponential distribution with a mean value of 12 d s .  A 
large amount of data is now available from the National Climate Diagnostics Center (NOAA) for the 
Desert Rock Airstrip (see page 407, this notebook). The file DESERT-UAD.TXT was wholly read into 
SigmaPlot 8.0.2 for file DESERTROCK-WINDS.JNB, which contains 83 1,335 records of radiosonde 
data from 16 May 1978 to 3 1 Dec 1997. After parsing null (999) values, I sorted on altitude and parsed 
records into individual 1 -km-al titude files (DR-MKWINDS.JNB). Data from 0-8h above ground level 
(AGL) also are contained in Excel2000 file DRWINDS-AL,L.XLS. Altitudes measured in the original 
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speed ( d s )  
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0 
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0 
0 
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0 
0 
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0 
0 
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0 
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0 
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0 
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6992 
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107 
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- 
data are relative to mean sea level, which are 
corrected to AGL by sul3tracting the 
elevation of Desert Rock (1007 m) from the 
radiosonde elevation. 

As an example, wind speed data for 3 4 k m  
AGL are shown in this figure, which uses 
I d s  bins for the histogram of 53,597 data 
points. The mean of these data is 1 I d s .  
After converting the "0.0" values to 0. I d s ,  
these data fit a log-normal distribution with 
?=0.98 

Based on analyses discussed above, modeled 
eruption columns have altitudes of 2-7km 
AGL with an average of 3.5km. Thus, wind 
speed and direction data for Desert Rock 
airstrip for 2-7km altitudes were combined 
into SigmaPlot file DR_'(NINDS-ALL.JNB. 

Summary of DR-WINDS-ALL.XLS data 
for individual altitudes. Note the general 2 d s  

65500 increase in average wind speed with 
increasing altitude. All of these intervals bin 
to log-normal distributions with high 

46397 goodness-of-fit. 

53693 Note that there is a bias in the data towards 
lower altitude measurements, and that 
directions are more southerly <=2km whereas 

53597 they are more westerly >2;km. Thus, simply 
combining all the data into a single 

45485 distribution will result in rnean speeds and 
directions that are biased towards more 
frequent, low altitude measurements. 

For current TPA exercise, the average column 

average altitude of 3.5km in the 3 4 k m  bin, 
which is shown in the figure above. These 
data are compared with current TPA 
parameter for wind speed on the next page. 

40063 

30263 height of 3.7 km corresponds well to the 

34083 
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Using the distribution functions in Excel2000 file TPA-PARAMETERS.XLS, I generated an exponential 
function for wind speed with a mean of 1 2 d s  and plotted this distribution. I binned the 
DR-4KWINDS.JNB data to the same bin ranges and generated the additional distribution, which is 
scaled to 1% of original values to compare with the parameter distribution. 
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Note that there are small differences between the exponential distribution and the log-normal actual data 
distribution, the latter having a slightly higher median wind speed but a somewhat lower percentage of 
higher velocity speeds. 

Convert the Desert Rock wind speeds from m/s to c d s ,  which is value needed for TPA. After taking the 
log of the 3-4km wind speeds in c d s ,  the mean of the logs is 2.961 with a standard deviation of 0.3 16. 
Using those values, generate a new parameter Log-Wind and plot frequency of 1000 realizations. This 
distribution matches the Desert Rock wind data more closely than the exponential distribution used 
previously. Thus, a log-normal distribution with -3s of 2.013 (1.03 d s )  and +3s of 3.909 (81.03 d s )  best 
corresponds to the observed Desert Rock wind data. 
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Project: Definition of the RMEI for inhalation risk calculations, January 29,2004. 

’Irvf I am concerned that current approach by NRC and DOE for volcanic risk calculations may significantly 
underestimate the probability-weighted dose, due to potentially ambiguous interpretations of 1 OCFR63 
for inhalation exposure parameters. Currently, the average outdoor exposure time for the entire 
population of the unincorporated township of Amargosa Valley is used in inhalation dose calculations for 
the reasonably maximally exposed individual (RMEI). After reviewing the regulations and supporting 
documentation, I conclude that an alternative interpretation of 1OCFR63 and 40CFR197 is valid: For the 
purposes of inhalation risk calculations, the RMEI characteristics can be appropriately defined using the 
characteristics of an Outdoor Worker who works within the potential exposure plume of airborne 
contaminants. The basis for this differing interpretation is as follows: 

0 Based on NRC and DOE current understandings, the probability-weighted dose (is., risk) from 
potential volcanic disruption is at least an order of magnitude higher than the risk from nominal 
repository performance during the 10,000 post-closure period. This understanding appears different fiom 
the technical basis used to develop current regulations: [EPA, 40CFR197, p. 451 

“Our initial evaluation of potential exposure pathways from the disposal system to the RMEI 
suggests that the dominant fraction of the dose incurred by the RMEI likely will be from 
ingestion oj-food irrigated with contaminated water (see Chapter 8 of the BID). It is possible, 
however, that DOE and NRC will determine that another exposure pathway is more 
significant. Consequently, DOE and NRC must consider and evaluate all potentially signiJicant 
exposure pathways in the dose assessments. ’’ 

I have searched the documentation for 40CFR197 and 10CFR63 and can find no reference to the 
consideration of the possible risk significance from a volcanic exposure pathway. This scenario is neither 
supported nor denied. I also cannot find mention of low probability events, except for human intrusion 
discussions. I conclude there is no regulatory basis to exclude volcanic events from consideration in the 
current concern. Nevertheless, I don’t think this current understanding of risk invalidates the basis for the 
M E T  definitions in lOCFR63 and 4OCFRl97. However, I believe this understanding provides sufficient 
basis to consider the RMEI concepts in the regulations when defining the most important parameters for 
the higher-risk volcanic exposure pathway. 

The RMEI concept in 10CFR63 and 40CFR197 is based on “..estimating the dose to a person assumed 
to be at greatest risk based on reasonable (i.e., not overly or insufficiently conservative) assumptions. 
[e.g., EPA, 40CFR197 BID, 8.3.33. I interpret “greatest risk” as giving due consideration for the 
likelihood of receiving a dose into the RMEI definition, and cannot find any reference: to the RMEI being 
an individual considered most likely to receive a dose. The reasonableness criterion can be interpreted 
within 10CFR63 as the 1 in 10,000 in 10,000 year events that can affect performance, thus, volcanism 
appears a reasonable scenario. It also does not appear overly or insufficiently conservative to use risks 
from volcanism as a basis for M E 1  parameters. Although there are conservatisms in the volcanic risk 
calculations, the level of conservatism appears equal to that included in nominal performance 
calculations. 

’W 

0 The RMEI concept clearly applies to the near-maximum exposure received by any member of the 
exposed population, not to the population in general [e.g., EPA, 40CFR197 BID, 8.3.31 

“The basic approach for estimating doses to the RMEI is to identifj, and characterize the most 
important exposure pathway(#) and input parameters. By using maximum or near-maximum 
(i.e., 95th percentile) values for one or a few of the most sensitive parameters, while assuming 
average values for others, it can reasonably be assumed that the resulting dose estimates 
correspond to the near-maximum exposures that could be received by any member of the 
exposedpopulation. The ultimate objective of the approach is to define an exposure that is well 
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Exposure time to airborne ash, along with airborne particle concentrations, are the most sensitive 
parameters in the inhalation exposure pathway, which constitutes -90% of the volcanism risk. The 95” 
percentile approach is the basis for setting drinlung water consumption at 2 literslday, which is at the 
upper range of drinking rates, using a perspective of the groundwater pathway being the dominant risk 
pathway (EPA, 40CFR197, p. 45). 

above average exposures, but within the upper range of possible exposures. ” 

-r 

0 1 OCFR63 and 40CFR197 do not specifically require that the average member of the Town of 
Amargosa Valley is the basis for a RMEI: 

[NRC I OCFR63.102] “The reasonably maximally exposed individual, as a hypothetical person 
living in a community with characteristics of the Town of Amargosa Valley, is a representative 
person using water with average concentrations of radionuclides as described at $63.312. ” 

The hypothetical person is representative of the characteristics in the Town of Amargosa Valley. I cannot 
find a definition of “representative” that means “average,” and I cannot find reference to the RMEI being 
the average member of the Town of Amargosa Valley. I interpret this section to mean that we must use 
characteristics (i.e., habits and lifestyles) that are representative (i.e., commonly occur) of this area. 
Based on 2000 Census data cited by DOE (Characteristics of the Receptor for the Biosphere Model 
AMR, ANL-MGR-MD-000005 REV 02,2003) an Outdoor Worker is a representative characteristic of 
the people in this area. 

0 This interpretation for an Outdoor Worker RMEI also appears consistent with wording in 
10CFR63.312: 

“The reasonably maximally exposed individual is a hypothetical person who meets the 
following criteria: 
(a) Lives in the accessible environment above the highest concentration of radionuclides in the 
plume of contamination; 
(b) Has a diet and living style representative of the people who now reside in the Town of 
Amargosa Valley, Nevada. DOE must use projections based upon surveys of the people 
residing in the Town ofAmurgosa Valley, Nevada, to determine their current diets and living 
styles and use the mean values of these factors in the assessments conducted for $563.31 1 and 
63.32 1 ; ” 

Note that living style is “representative” of the people, and that DOE must use “projections” based on 
people residing in the Town of .Amargosa Valley to derive mean values. I interpret this to allow our 
hypothetical RMEI to have the characteristics of an Outdoor Worker in the Town of .Amargosa Valley, 
with inhalation parameters possibly derived from the mean values of Outdoor Worker survey data. Use of 
mean values for Outdoor Worker airborne particle concentrations and exposure times is not, however, 
consistent with the RMEI concept in which these values (being the most sensitive to risk) are set to 95” 
percentile values. This is an area for additional discussion. 

Outdoor Workers consist of residents who make the majority of their income from jobs involving 
outdoor activities. Representative occupations within the unincorporated township of Amargosa Valley 
include aggregate miners, farmers, ranchers, delivery drivers, and some public service positions (police, 
utility workers, etc). 

MGR-MD-000005 REV 02) provides a general basis for characterizing an Outdoor Worker. This AMR, 
however, makes a number of assumptions that may not be supportable or consistent with the RMEI 
concept in 1OCFR63: 

- “It is assumed that local outdoor workers include all agricultural works, 25% of construction 
workers, 10% of utility workers, and 10% of workers in the mining industry [DOE, 20031” Although not 
all workers in these industries will be outdoor workers, the basis for these percentages is poorly 

Information in DOE (2003, Characteristics of the Receptor for the Biosphere Model AMR, ANL- 

ywr‘ 
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supported. In addition, a resident who is a miner at a mine outside the exposure plume is not 
characteristic of a RMEI; only those aggregate miners (cinders, alluvium) who work in the exposure 
plume have characteristics of a RMEI. Will take some work to actually figure out what is a representative 
outdoor worker for RMEI characterization. 

interpret as a non surface-disturbing activity (i.e., low mass loads). In contrast, data from Cerro Negro 
clearly shows that walking on tephra deposits created a lox increase in mass load relative to ambient 
conditions. Some conversion needs to be made for light activity versus inactivity while outdoors. 

dust concentrations. I don’t know where they get their trucks, but all the ones I see and have driven in 
this area have interiors covered with dust. This assumption does not appear supportable by assertion. 

b r  

- DOE (2003) assumes “inactive outdoors’’ involves walking on contaminated deposits, which they 

- DOE (2003) assumes vehicle operators remain in sealed cabs and thus are not exposed to elevated 

0 Risk Insights: Initial estimates for the risk significance of this concern are given in the following table. 
First block uses the current inputs for TPA5.0 rural resident, with breathing rates from DOE (2003). I 
was concerned that the indoor mass loads appeared very low for this type of community, and increased 
the mass loads in the second block to higher values in a dusty terrain. 

Please recall that these mass loads are for total suspended particulates, not just respirable fractions. The 
10-100 urn fraction can constitute 3-9x the <10 um fraction under disturbed conditions. Dose scales 

directly with airborne 
particle concentration for Am 
and Pu in the inhalation 

Mass Breath rate 

g’day pathway. Base TPA5.O Load g/m3 Time hr/d mYhr 
VolcHiDisturb 1. E-02 0.24 1.57 3.8E-03 

.08 The last block shows VolcLowDisturb 1 .E43  0.96 
I nHi Di sturb 
InLoDisturb ‘1 .E47  10.32 0.39 4.0E-07 the estimates in DOE (2003) 
Offsite O.E+OO 2.4 1 O.OE+OO for outdoor workers, which is 

exposures. I do not believe it 
TPA 5.0 Alternative Breath rate is consistent with the RMEI 

concept to include Outdoor 
Workers who work outdoors 

Mass Loads g/m3 Time hr/d m3lhr 

in areas that have no 
‘08 contamination, into risk VolcLowDisturb I .E-03 0.96 

InHiDisturb ’I . E-04 10.08 
InLoDisturb ‘I .E-05 10.32 0.39 4 . 0 ~ 0 5  exposure. The RMEI is 
Offsite O.E+OO 2.40 1.08 O.OE+OO supposed to represent 

Total 5.9E-03 maximutn risk amongst 
exposed individuals, not 

Alternative Mass nonexposed individuals 
Loads & Exposure (EPA 40CFR197). 
Outdoor Worker RMEI g/m3 

VolcLowDisturb 1. E-03 4.2 
lnHi Di sturb il .E-04 6.4 
InLoDisturb 1 .E45 8.3 0.39 3.2E-05 outdoor occupations within 
Offsite O.E+OO 2 O.OE+OO the potential contaminant 

‘1 .E46 10.08 1.08 1 .’E-’’ exposure times using only 
”cuu 

Total @day 4.8E-03 skewed towards offsite 

VolcHiDisturb ’1 .E42  0.24 1.57 3.8E-03 

’ E-03 calculati’ons for inhalation 

Time hr/d Breath rater g/day Additionally, this offsite 
approach doesn’t account for 
Outdoor Workers who do not 

4’5E-03 reside in the “Town” of 
6.9E-04 Amargosa Valley yet work in 

VolcHiDisturb 1 .E-02 3.1 1.57 4.9E-02 
.08 

Total g/day 5.4E-02 plume. ‘U 
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Based on this information, differences in exposure time alone may result in -5x (Le.,, no change in high 
disturbance times, but increase low disturbance times) to lox (shown in table) variations in dose. A better 
technical basis is needed to eviluate appropriate exposure times, if consideration is given to a RMEI that 
represents an Outdoor Worker. 

b r  

In summary: 
Inhalation of contaminated airborne ash is the most significant risk pathway for the postclosure 
period. Levels of uncertainty and conservatism for this pathway are comparable to other risk 
pathways. This risk insight appears different from the basis used to develop explicit RMEI 
characteristics in 10CFR63 and 40CFR197. 

Current NRC and DOE approach of using average values from the entire popukation in the 
Township of Amargosa Valley for inhalation parameters does not appear consistent with the RMEI 
concepts and requirements in 10CFR63 and 40CFR197. 

Consistent with 10CFR63 and 40CFR197, I conclude the RMEI can have characteristics solely of an 
Outdoor Worker. These characteristics are representative of the exposed population in the Town of 
Amargosa Valley and likely represent the highest dose and risk pathways experienced by an 
exposed population. 

Although a RMEI usually has the most risk-significant parameters set to 95‘ percentile or greater 
values, 10CFR63.3 12(b) may restrict these parameters to mean values. Additional discussion is 
needed on this interpretation. 

Supporting information: 
tj 63.102 Concepts (i) Reference biosphere and reasonably maximally exposed individual. The 
performance assessment will estimate the amount of radioactive material released to water or air at 
various locations and times in the future. To estimate the potential for future human exposures resulting 
from release of radioactive material from a geologic repository at Yucca Mountain, it is necessary to 
make certain assumptions about the location and characteristics of the reasonably maximally exposed 
individual. The environment inhabited by the reasonably maximally exposed individual, along with 
associated human exposure pathways and parameters, make up the reference biosphere, as described in t j  
63.305. The reasonably maximally exposed individual, as a hypothetical person living in a community 
with characteristics of the Town of Amargosa Valley, [Key - “hypothetical person”. This does not state 
the average member of the Town of Amargosa Valley (TAV). Only that the community from which the 
“hypothetical person” is stylized has the characteristics of the TAV.] is a representative person [Again, 
“representative,” not the average member of the TAV]. using water with average concentrations of 
radionuclides as described at $63.3 12. The reasonably maximally exposed individual is selected to 
represent those persons in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain who are reasonably expected to receive the 
greatest exposure to radioactive material released from a geologic repository at Yucca Mountain.[Key - 
“reasonably expected” for greatest exposure. Is the mean value = reasonable expectation? How would 
that be reconciled with the RMEI concept, where 
EPA 4OCFR197, BID Ch8.3.3: “The RMEI concept, which involves estimating the doaye to a person 
assumed to be at greatest risk bused on reasonable (i.e., not overly or insufJicientIy conservative) 
assumptions, has been used in previous agency programs and guidance (EPA 92). For example, the 
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPS, 40 CFR Part 61), require 
estimation of dose to a person assumed to reside at a location where the highest dose would be received. 
The basic approach for estimating doses to the RMEI is to identifi and characterize the most important 
exposure pathway(s) and input parameters. By using maximum or near-maximum (i.e., 95th percentile) 
values for one or a few of the most sensitive parameters, while assuming average values for others, it can 

,W 

“ 
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reasonably be assumed that the resulting dose estimates correspond to the near-maximum exposures that 
could be received by any member of the exposedpopulation. The ultimate objective of the approach is to 
define an exposure that is well above average exposures, but within the upper range of possible 
exposures. ” This does not refer to likelihood, but to overly conservative assumptions. Concept of near- 
maximum exposures by any member of exposed population appears inconsistent with mean value of all 
residents approach.] Characteristics of the reference biosphere and the reasonably maximally exposed 
individual are to be based on current human behavior and biospheric conditions in the region, as 
described in 0 63.305 and 0 63.312. 

b r  

3 63.312 Required characteristics of the reasonably maximally exposed individual. 
The reasonably maximally exposed individual is a hypothetical person who meets the following criteria: 
(a) Lives in the accessible environment above the highest concentration of radionuclides in the plume of 
contamination; 
(b) Has a diet and living style representative of the people who now reside in the Town of Amargosa 
Valley, Nevada. DOE must use projections based upon surveys of the people residing in the Town of 
Amargosa Valley, Nevada, to determine their current diets and living styles and use the mean values of 
these factors in the assessnients conducted for §§ 63.31 1 and 63.321; 
[Interpretation: A representative living style is that of an outdoor worker. This also provides maximal 
exposure for inhalation pathway for potential volcanic events. The mean of the outdoor worker exposure 
times to light and heavy dust-generating activities is consistent with Part43 requirements and the RMEI 
concept.] 
(c) Uses well water with average concentrations of radionuclides based on an annual water demand of 
3000 acre-feet; 
(d) Drinks 2 liters of water per day from wells drilled into the ground water at the location specified in 
paragraph (a) of this section, and 
(e) Is an adult with metabolic and physiological considerations consistent with present knowledge of 
adults. ‘” 

6 63.305 Required characteristics of the reference biosphere. 
(a) Features, events, and processes that describe the reference biosphere must be consistent with present 
knowledge of the conditions in the region surrounding the Yucca Mountain site. 
(b) DOE should not project changes in society, the biosphere (other than climate), human biology, or 
increases or decreases of human knowledge or technology. In all analyses done to demonstrate 
compliance with this part, DOE must assume that all of those factors remain constant as they are at the 
time of submission of the license application. 
(c) DOE must vary factors related to the geology, hydrology, and climate based upon cautious, but 
reasonable assumptions consistent with present knowledge of factors that could affect the Yucca 
Mountain disposal system over the next 10,000 years. 
(d) Biosphere pathways must be consistent with arid or semi-arid conditions. 

Additional info from EPA 
40CFR197 SoC, p. 42 “...The characteristics of the RMEI are defined fi-om consideration of current 
population distribution and ground water usage, and average food consumption patterns for the 
population in question. Such characterizations typically are done by surveying existing populations, and a 
“composite” RMEI is defined with one or more parameters that significantly affect exposure estimates 
set at high values so that the individual is “reasonably maximally exposed.” 

ibid, p. 43. “A probabilistic CG implies some, or even many, locations of the members across a broader 
geographic area than the plume covers. This dispersal inescapably involves additional decisions for the 
method to be used for combining dose estimates for the group members and comparison against U 
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regulatory limits and could average some, or many, doses with a zero magnitude.” 

ibid, p. 45. “Presently, we expect the ground water pathway to be the most significant pathway for 
exposure from radionuclides transported from the repository (NAS Report p. 48; Chapter 8 of the BID). 
Our initial evaluation of potential exposure pathways from the disposal system to the RMEI suggests that 
the dominant fraction of the dose incurred by the RMEI likely will be from ingestion of food irrigated 
with contaminated water (see Chapter 8 of the BID). It is possible, however, that DOE and NRC will 
determine that another exposure pathway is more significant. Consequently, DOE and NRC must 
consider and evaluate all potentially significant exposure pathways in the dose assessments. 

i;3 

A m  
Acbvwouldoars 
Inam outdoan 
AsJeep lndwn 

TaMe 6.3-1 1. Daw Exposure limes for Amargosa Valley Population Groups 

20  0 4  1 2  3 3  2 0  O d  1 2  3 3  
0 3  0 1  0 1  0 7  0 3  0 1  0 1  0 7  
1 2  0 2  0 8  18 1 2  02 0 8  1 8  
8 3  0 1  8 0  86 8 3  0 1  8 0  6 6  

A m y  
ACllVW outdoors 
h e w 8  outdoas 
A&ep lrdoaa 

8 0  0 5  6 8  9 4  8 3  0 6  6 9  100 
0 3  0 1  0 1  0 7  0 3  0 1  0 1  0 7  
1 4  02 10 2 0  2 0  0 2  1 5  2 6  
8 3  0 1  8 0  8 6  8 3  0 1  8 0  86  , 

The stabsi~u (oc he exposure S E B M T ~  lndude anlhmetr mean. SE minmum ud rnmrnum values 
defining the lognormal dwbubons oi wrposure bmes 
cdculaied wng eqwtm 6 34 
Cakulated as 24 hours minus all dher eslmnsdes for a populaimn group therefore 110 SE or bounds are 
P f W d M  

’ 

Q) 

ibid, p.48. “Also, under our 
standard, NRC has the 
flexibility to make any 
assumptions, other than those 
we specified (assumptions we 
specified include location, 
water intake rate, and diet 
reflective of current residents 
of the Town of Amargosa 
Valley), if alternative 
selections prove to be more 
appropriate for implementing 
the standard as we intend.” 

Char Receptor AMlk p. 48 
Local Outdoor 
Workers-This group includes 
people who work outdoors 
and disturb (and therefore 
resuspend) contaminated soil. 
It is assumed that local 
outdoor workers include all 
agricultural works, 25% of 

construction workers, 10% of utility workers, and 10% of workers in the mining industry (Section 5.1.2). 
The estimated number of local outdoor workers in 2000 was 41 (26 agricultural workers, 2 of 7 
construction workers, 1 of 8 utility workers, and 12 of 119 miners [Table 6.3-31). This is 9.1% of the 449 
Amargosa Valley residents 2 16 years old that worked the week prior to the census, with an SE of 4.2% 
(1.4 x((5/449) ~0.091 ~0.909)s). The estimate of the total population of local outdoor workers is 5.5% 
(Le., 0.608 
2.6% ((0.608 ~0.091) 
x [(0.0482/0. 6082) + 

Tabla 7.1-1. WopMicm 0 t h  AN(0ou VaU.yPopuI&al HI -- x0.091), with a SE of 

(0.0422/0.09 12)]%). 

p. 112 
Ibid, p. 62: 
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Project: 1 March 2004. Weighing of Gum Resin-Acetone (GRA) experimental samples. Initial 
experiments were conducted by Anne-Marie Lejeune (University of Bristol, U.K) as part of the equation- 
of-state measurements. Samples were placed in numbered aluminum cups and weighted several times in 
2001 and 2002. These data are in Lejeune’s scientific notebook. On 11 July 2002, these samples were 
placed in a low-convection oven in Bldg 51 with temperature set to 90°C, to allow the samples to fully 
degas dissolved acetone. C)n 1 March 2004, the samples were removed from the oven and allowed to cool 
to ambient air temperature of 23 “C. Samples were weighted on Ohaus balance N45601, located in the 
Corrosion Lab in Bldg 57, CNWRA. Data are as follows: 

klw 

“Flakes” refers to the presence of resin flakes around the base of th .e cup, from delaminating the upper 
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Project: 4/9/04. Estimate the volume of sediment deposited in the Fortymile Wash alluvial fan. The rate 
of sediment accumulation in the depositional fan is important baseline for evaluating the effects of 
fluvial remobilization of potential tephra deposits at Yucca Mtn, NV. Work by the DOE (Topical Report 
on Extreme erosion, 1993) has shown that bedrock erosion rates are very low in the YMR, on order of 
0.02 cm/k.y. In addition, some of the eroded rock will remain as colluvial deposits, thus, the sediment 
production rate per unit area of hillslope will be even lower than the erosion rate. Because the sediment 
flux in Fortymile Wash has not been gauged by USGS or DOE, the following approach is used to 
evaluate the mass flux through time in this system. 

Using the standard LANSAT image for YMR, can easily see that most of the depositional fan consists of 
lightly varnished pavements, similar in development to the surfaces around Little Cones (Peterson et al., 
1995 GSABull). They estimate that the age of the Little Cones (LC) unit is 7-1 1 ka, thus, similar 
pavements in Fortymile wash should be similar in age to Little Cones. Areas that lack varnished 
pavements indicate areas of active sedimentation, or perhaps sedimentation within the last 1 k.y. 

J 
3 

b Area of the active 
depositional fan shown 
in red, which is 24 km2 

8 measured in ArcView. 
f Volume of sediment is 

thus 2 . 4 ~  1 O7 m3 if 1 -m- i thick. If on order of 10- 
m-thick, would get 
channel migration and 
obvious topographic 
expression. 

Assuming volume 
accumulated between 
1-10 k.y., get 
depositional rate of 
20,000 m3/yr to 

a 
Volume of tephra from 
YM-originating eruption 
would be on order of 
lo7 m3, and thus 
comparable to volume of 

deposited (or fluxed) 
through system in last 
I,OOO-IO,OOO years. 

Q 
. .  
L '  ambient sediment 

1 J 
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Project: 4/30/04: Evaluate the probability of volcanism within 10 km of repository site during preclosure 
period. Preclosure volcanic hazards include the possibility that a volcano could form within 10 km of the 
repository site, and deposit tephra falls on surface facilities. Fall deposits could exceed load capacities of 
building roofs, and may affect performance of ventilation systems due to abundance of fine particulates. 

'c, 

To estimate the probability, I constructed a 10-km buffer 
around the repository surface facility footprint (black boxes) 
using the standard BUFFER command in Arc/Info. The area of 
this buffer (stippled circle) is 385 km'. Because the probability 
tool (PVHA-YM) only evaluates simple areas, I abstracted this 
buffer into a 20x20 km rectangle (black box), which has an area 
of 400 km'. 

The bounding coordinates of the rectangle are: 
LL: 539000E, 4067000N 
UR: 559000E, 4087000N 

which were entered into a repository area file used in 
PVHA-YM (Buffer 10km-simple.area) 

Using a standard recurrence rate of 5 volcanoes/million years 
gives a probability of new volcano formation in this area of 
1 .9x106. Current uncertainties in the age and location of 
volcanoes also can result in up to order of magnitude 

uncertainties in the spatio-temporal recurrence rate for the YM area (Hill and Stamatakos, 2002). To 
evaluate the potential effect of these uncertainties, I used the known locations of aeromagnetic anomalies 
thought to represent buried basalt (CFB-mio-quat-Mag23P.event), added 5 randomly located present-but 
undetected events in Jackass Flats (constructed using Excel spreadsheet PROBABILITY-PUD.XLS), 
and the upper bounding temporal recurrence rate of 20 v/my in Hill and Stamatakos (2002). With a 
Gaussian+gravity map (h=7), the annual probability of a volcano forming within this 400 km2 area is 

8x10". This value is 

'IcI 

- i 
clearly above the 1 x 1 O6 
probability cutoff for 
preclosure hazards. 

Although variations in 
wind field haven't been 
accounted for, even if 
wind only was directed to 
surface facilities 20% of 
time, ashfall would occur 
with probability >1~10-~ .  
Thus, tephra fall appears a 
credible hazard in 
preclosure, given current 
uncertainties in volcano 
location and age. 
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~ 

Preclosure lava-flow hazard previously was evaluated (in this notebook) as <lx104/yr of occurrence. 
This analysis, however, did not consider uncertainties in Hill and Stamatakos (2002) in the probability 
estimate. Using the same techniques as for tephra-fall hazard, the simple area file (lava-simple.area) was 
used in PVHA-YM. This is the same area file as used in past lava-flow hazard analyses (p. 392). By 
accounting for present but undetected volcanoes in Jackass Flats, probability of a new volcano forming in 
the lava-flow hazard area increases to 8 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ .  Although this probability is close to lxlO", the likelihood 
that a lava flow will have sufficient length to reach the surface facilities is 4. Thus, 8 ~ 1 0 - ~  represents an 
upper bound and the actual probability of lava-flow hazard will be significantly less than 8x10-' if lengths 
of lava flows are considered in the analysis. 

b' 

f , 

-I 
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Project: Evaluation of Tephra Redistribution Processes in Fortymile Wash, Nevada. 21 June 2004. 

First-order conceptual models for potential tephra redistribution processes in Fortymile Wash, Nevada, 
are describe in Hooper (2004, CNWRA). Processes of hillslope erosion, transport of sediment in 
ephemeral drainages, and deposition, can be abstracted using a sediment budget approach (Hooper, 
2004). In essence, the net deposition in a given area represents the effective sediment yield of the 
catchment drainage system. I use this approach to evaluate the possible risk significance of redistribution, 
relative to current practice of directing the airborne eruption plume directly at the RMEI location. 

The catchment area 
of the Fortymile 
Wash basin is 
outlined in green; 
note division with 
depositional basin 
just above the 
yellow 18-km 
buffer at 
approximately 
4060000N. Area of 
the basin is 
815 km2. 

For this analysis, I 
assume that tephra 
will be deposited 
within the yellow 
18-km buffer. 
Detailed tephra 
patterns are being 
modeled with 
ASHPLUME, 
results of which 
will be used to 
refine this analysis. 
Area of buffer that 
intersects the 
catchment area is 
-200 km2. 

About 3x107 m3 of 
Holocene sediment 
is deposited in 
24 km2 area in 
active fan during 
last 1-10 k.y., as 

detailed on p. 422 of this notebook. 

For this analysis, estimate lo4 to lo7 m3 of tephra can be deposited in 200 km2 catchment area. 
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As discussed in Hooper (2004), ambient sediment yields are likely on order of 1-10 m3/km’/yr. 
Following a tephra-forming eruption, rates should increase by an order of magnitude. 

Using the EXCEL spreadsheet REDISTRIBUTION.XLS, the following approach is implemented. 
1) Sample log tephra volume, ash yield, and sediment yield from given distributions 
2) Volume of ash divided by area of ash basin (200 km’), then by ash yield, to give duration of ash 
deposit represented as a continuous erosion process. Note that this will be episodic, and duration is an 
abstraction of a complex, discontinuous process that may operate decadally rather than annually. 
3) Given duration, multiply by sediment yield and effective sed basin area to calculate volume of sed 
produced along with ash. 
4) Calculate percentage of ash as percentage of total fluvial deposit. 
5 )  Use stochastic sampling of parameters to produce 1000 realizations and give summary statistics. 

bf 

This approach shows that, on average, about lo6 m3 of tephra is deposited in the Fortymile Wash 
catchment basin. This volume is on the low range, relative to the lo7 m3 average volume of tephra likely 
produced in an eruption and considering 3040% of time winds blow from western sector. Average 
sediment yield (55 m3/km3,/yr) is only -4x higher than average sediment yield, again not biased towards 
higher values. 

Using these relationships, the ash deposit would take -170 yr to erode from the catchment basin. Again, 
this is an abstracted rate that assumes constant erosion, rather that the episodic erosion and transport that 
we know will occur in the Fortymile wash system. Even if major transport events occur every decade, 
this implies that the deposit would last on order of 1000 yr duration. 

The amount of ambient sediment mobilized during this time is about the same as the amount of ash in the 
basin. Thus, the resulting deposit in the Fortymile Wash fan is -50% ash for the duration of the ash 
remobilization episode. 

Although the volume of the deposit is only 50% ash, recall that the concentration of HLW in the ash 
should be 10-1OOx greater in the 1-5 km distance from the vent, relative to 18 km downwind. Even with 
only lox more HLW, a 50% dilution still gives a deposit with 5x more HLW than the original fall 
deposit. Considering that airborne mass load at the RMEI samples both the Fortymile Wash area, and 
other less-contaminated areas in the western sector, a 50% airborne dilution still results in slightly higher 
mass load TEDE than the original fall deposits. 

Additional analyses are warranted to more explicitly evaluate: 
1) Volume of ash and HLW in catchment basin 
2) Range of sediment yield rates 
3) Uncertainties in extrapolating continuous yields from highly discontinuous processes 
4) Actual age and volume of Fortymile wash sediment 
5) Sources of airborne particles at RMEI location and mass load dilution functions. 
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Project: Evaluate number of waste packages hit during igneous intrusions. August 19,2004. 

w Previous calculations in TPA for the number of waste packages hit during igneous intrusion events have 
used a simple repository footprint from TSPA-SR. This footprint had single drifts spanning the width of 
the repository block. For TSPA-LA, the DOE will use a panel design for the repository. Each panel is 
isolated from adjacent panels, so drifts in each panel are not interconnected with other panels. Thus, 
magma entering a drift will not extend into the adjacent panel’s drifts, presuming that the access drifts 
are backfilled as anticipated. 

Each repository panel is on order of 
500-700 m wide, with drifts oriented 
N70E and essentially spanning the 
width of the panel (this figure). Shaded 
panels are only ones used in current 

To evaluate dike intersection, I first 
abstracted the panel layouts into simple 
rectangles having areas equal to the 
areas of the detailed panels (Table 
below). The second areas are measured 
from the GIS version of the layout; first 

rectangles, given these SW and NE 
corner coordinates. 

I then define the simulation area as the 
SW and NE extent of the rectangles. 
For each realization, I allow a dike 
center to form randomly in this 
simulation area. In order to make a 
tractable model, I assume the dikes are 
always oriented N, and sample a dike 
half-length between 1-5 km that 
propagates N and S from the simulated 

f the calculated 

The details of this method are 
contained in Excel spreadsheet DIKE-INTERSECTS.XLS 

sw NE X Y Area Areas m2 
Panel 1 548000 4078710 548550 4079300 550 590 324500 322427 
Panel 2E 548600 4079590 549300 4081300 700 1710 11 97000 11 98930 
Panel 2vd 548000 4079320 548550 4081020 550 1700 935000 921486 
Panel 3 547390 4078500 547990 4081050 600 2550 1530000 1530524 
Panel 5 547810 4076200 548500 4078400 690 2200 1518000 1512247 

SMMSOO 5486614 
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For each realization, the part of the dike that penetrates each panel is calculated using a series of nested 
IF conditions in the DIIU-INTERSECTS.XLS spreadsheet. For each panel, the IF conditions evaluate if 
the dike is within the bounds of the panel, how much dike penetrates the panel, and if the dike crosses 
entirely through the panel, then returns the length of dike contained in the panel. All 5 panels are 
evaluated for each realization. 

i) Drift spacing is 81 m center-to-center, so # of drifts = dike length in drift / 8 1 
ii) Waste Packages are 5.5 m center-to-center spacing, so #WP/drift iswidth of drift (X in table above) / 
5.5 
Results from all 5 panels are summed for each realization, giving total # of WP intersected per intrusive 

b' 

Dike length in the panel is converted to number of waste packages as follows: 

cs , . . .  
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 0000 7000 BOO0 QOOO 10000 

X d W P  Dirtupled 

usersuppliedpwisecdf 

event. Using 10,000 realizations, the CCDF for these 
results is this figure. Data are in file 
DIKE-INTERSECTS .XLS 

An average of 3400 WP is disrupted per igneous 
intrusive event, using this methodology. Maximum of 
9444 represents all drifts intersected by a through 
going dike in panels 2W, 1, and 5 .  

The dike center can form in a 9.7 km2 area that 
encompasses the rectangular panels. This represents a 
1 . 8 ~  increase in the area of the actual repository 
footprint, which is 5.5 km2. Thus, the likelihood of a 
dike originating in this area is 1 . 8 ~  higher than a 
volcano originating in this area. 
This CDF can be descretized into a user-defined PDF 
for use in TPA.INF', based on the data in 
DIKE-INTERSECTS.XLS: 

NumberOfh4agmaInducedMechanicalFailuresRemainingInDrifi[] 
18 
0 0.084 
200 0.094 
600 0.117 
1000 0.141 
1400 0.175 
1800 0.213 
2110 0.257 
2111 0.475 
2827 0.562 
3147 0.588 
3148 0.712 
5000 0.781 
6300 0.813 
7800 0.843 
9122 0.881 
9123 0.967 
9444 0.969 
9445 1.000 
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Bawl0 TPA Rarges Calc Calc DRE Mass 
Col Height Durabon Volurne(g) Vol (m3) flow (m3s) 
467E+00 169E+05 243E+13 203E+07 55 

900E+09 563E+00 117E+05 355E+13 296E+07 116 
5 OOE+ll 3 51E+00 1 00E+05 4 60E+12 3 83E+06 18 
671E+10 633E+00 183E+05 888E+13 740E+07 187 

Field Volcanism Bhttain Hill 
Project: Calculate the appropriate Power and Duration parameters in TPA to reflect current uncertainties 

Sim Sirn 
Vol (m3) Vol (9) H (km) P (W) 
151E+06 181E+12 244E+00 787E+09 
146E+06 175E+12 265E+00 109E+10 
4 63E+06 5 56E+12 3 68E+00 4 07E+10 
468E+06 562E+12 318€+00 226E+10 

_ _  - 
in the volumes of past YMR eruptions. Brittain Hill, 8/20/04. Previous TPA calculations have used 
eruption Powers and Durations that reflected a limited range of uncertainty in past YMR eruptions. In 
addition, these parameter ranges did not fully explore the coupled relationships between Power, 
Duration, eruption volume, and column height. Currently available tools in MS Excel Spreadsheet 
TPA-PARA-VOLCS.XLS allow stochastic simulations that permit exploration of these coupled 
relationships. 

’c, 

A range of tephra volumes from 4e6 to 5e7 are given in NRC (1999, IA lRSR rev 2), which reflect 
estimated volumes for possible tephra deposits that have been eroded from YMR volcanoes. In addition 
to these estimates, which are derived from data in spreadsheet CCCOMP.XLS, smaller volume eruptions 
at NE Little Cone and Northern Cone likely have tephra volumes on order of le6 m3. An estimate also is 
needed for the eroded 4 Ma volcanic center in Crater Flat. By reconstructing the original extent and 
thickness of these lava flows, I estimate the flow volume to be l.le8 m3. Based on map patterns in the 
northern part of the center, I estimate the main cone had a basal diameter of 1000m. Using other base- 
height relationships from YMR cones, I estimate the Pliocene cone was -2OOm high with a crater 
diameter of 300m, giving a cone volume of 7e7 m3. I assume that cone volume is equivalent to tephra 
volume, which may be appropriate for lower dispersivity eruptions; if the Pliocene eruption was higher 
dispersivity (similar to Lathrop Wells), then the fall volume could be -2x the cone volume (e.g., NRC, 
1999). Thus, Pliocene tephra-fall deposits were likely -50% more voluminous than at Lathrop Wells, but 
may have been as high as 100% greater than Lathrop Wells. 

Thus, the parameters used in TPA for eruption conditions should result in a range of tephra volume from 
le6 to le8 m3, in order to reflect the best estimate of past YMR deposit volumes. In the following 
analysis, it is important to keep mass-flow rates in units of Dense Rock Equivalent (DRE), whereas 
volume are reported as tephra (i.e., 1200 kg/m3 deposit density, vs. 2600 kg/m3 DRE density). 

To determine appropriate Power and Duration for TPA, in TPA-PARA-VOLCS.XLS I define random 
variables Power and Duration, which are uniform distributions of the logarithm of values in the 3rd 
column labeled BuselO. For each realization, Col Height (4* column) is calculated as 
=0.0082*(( 1OARV_SIMV(Power))”O.25), with Power randomly sampled from the given distribution. 
Duration (5* column) is sampled from distribution, with Calc Volume (g) as 
=( 1 OOO*((Col Height/O .24)A4))*Duration. 
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Volume is converted from (g) to (m3) by dividing by /(1200* lOOO), with mass flow rate simply as this 
volume divided by duration. For comparison, I also sample a range of tephra Volume from le6 to le8 
m3 by sampling a uniform distribution of the logs of these volumes. Sim Volume (m3) is sampled in each 
realization, converted to mass, and the column height (H, km) is calculated by 
=0.24*(((Sim Volume g/Duration)/l 000)A0.25). Power (P, Watts) is then calculated =(H/0.0082)A4. See 
Jarzemba et alii (1 997, ASHPLUME documentation) for basis of these relationships. 
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Although only the first 20 results (i.e., rows) are shown, in TPA-PARA-V0LCS.XLS the statistics are 
for 1,000 results and appear stable to 4 %  variation based on multiple simulations. Using a Power of 9e9 
to 5ell  Watts and eruption duration of 8.644 to 2.59e5 seconds results in column heights of 2.5-6.9 km 
and tephra volumes of 9e5 to le8 m3. In comparison, using a known range of tephra volumes of le6 to 
le8 m3 results in column heights from 2-8.2 km, with Powers from 4e9-le12. 

Because we use Power and Duration to calculate volumes in TPA code, the appropriate parameter ranges 
should be selected to compare favorably to the estimated volumes, which are the closest things we have 
for actual data on YMR past eruption! Using the large Powers calculated from the estimated volumes 
(last columns) would necessitate unrealistically short durations to maintain mass conservation as used in 
the TPA code. Thus, although the calculated duration range is short (1-3 days) relative to known basaltic 
eruptions (e.g., NRC, 1999), this input value represents a mass conservation constrain on a simulated 
eruption and does not necessarily represent a realistic duration of tephra-forming activity at a real 
volcano. In addition, some scoria cone eruptions have been short and powerful, such as 1992 Cerro 
Negro that had 18 hr duration and 7 km-high columns. By comparison with known eruptions, the Power, 
Duration and volumes herein appear reasonable. 

In order to represent tephra-forming eruptions in the YMR of le6-le8 m3, TPA.INP should use: 
Power (W), log-uniform distribution, 9e9-5el1 
Duration (s), log-uniform distribution, 8.64e42.59e5 

I 
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Project: Verification of wind sampling for TEPHRA modeling. Brittain Hill, 9/15/04. Windfield 
information was previously obtained from NOAA for the Desert Rock airstrip, Nevada. These data are 
parsed into 1,000 m elevation bins in EXCEL file DRWINDS-ALL.XLS. Binned each elevation 
increment into 10" directional bins, using the standard FREQUENCY commands in Excel, and calculated 
a relative percentage for each bin, for each 1,000-m altitude increment in these data. Similarly, I 
obtained from Brandi Winfrey (See her notebook documentation) a copy of the 090904 WINDS input file 
for the 09 Sept 2004 TEPHRA runs. This file contained 1000 samples from the Desert Rock wind data, 
with each sample calculating the average velocity and direction within successive 1 000-m-high altitude 
increments. Using the same calculational procedure as for DRWINDS-ALL, I binned the 090904 winds 
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and calculated relative frequencies 
as documented in Excel file 
IOOOWINDS-DAT.XLS. These 
data are plotted below: 

Desert Rock data show a high 
frequency at 2 10 for low altitudes, 
with most frequent wind direction 
shifting towards west with 
increasing altitude 

A similar trend is shown in the 
averaged data used in TEPHRA 
modeling. However, the averaging 
technique does attenuate the 
magnitude of low-altitude 
frequency by several percent for 
2 10. Relatively, though, this is the 
most frequent direction for these 
low altitudes. Direction still shows 
same shift towards the west with 
increasing altitude. 

The 1,000 averaged samples thus 
compare acceptably to the 840,000 
samples in the Desert Rock data 
file. 
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w Entries into Scientific Notebook No. 88 for the period 1/01/04 to 9/15/04 (pp. 410436) have been made 
by Brittain E. Hill. No original text entered into this Scientific Notebook has been removed. 

I have reviewed this scientific notebook and find it in agreement with QAP-001. There is sufficient 
information regarding methods used for conducting tests, acquiring and analyzing data so that another 
qualified individual could repeat this activity. 
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Continuation of Field Volcanism Research Project - Scientific Notebook #E88, Started 
June 10, 1993 - Brittain Hili. WP8.0 file FELDVOL12.NOT Fv' 

Initial Notebook Entry: The objective of the Igneous Activity Key Technical Issue is to assist in 
resolving issues at the staff' level related to the probability and consequences of igneous activity 
potentially affecting the proposed repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, in relationship to the overall 
system performance standard. The two subissues associated with the Igneous Activity Key Technical 
Issue are the probability and consequences of igneous activity at the site of the proposed repository. This 
notebook describes technical investigations and regulatory analyses conducted by Brittain Hill in support 
of these objectives. Many of the investigations documented herein represent the continuation of projects 
that were initiated under the Field Volcanism Research Project, which evolved into the Igneous Activity 
KTI. 

Project: Estimation of volumes of Conel and Cone2+3 tephra for 1975 Tolbachik eruption, Kamchatka, 
Russia, to support IAVCEI poster. September 17,2004. Isopach map and sample locations previously 
documented in SciNotebook#88. 

Using fall deposit stratigraphy from 1994-95 sample sites (Excel file TOLBFALL.XLS), estimate 33% 
of total deposit is 50% Conel tephra, 33% is 30% Conel tephra, and remaining 34% is 80% Conel 
tephra. These estimates are derived from visual examination of dashed line isopleths, documented in the 
figure below. This gives a weighted 53% of total deposit is Conel tephra, and 47% is Cone2. For a total 
volume of 0.42 km3 (Doubik. and Hill, 1999), this give 0.22 km3 of tephra for Conel and 0.20 km3 for 
Cone2+3. 
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Project: Evaluation of DOE response to IA KTI agreement 2.18. December 6,2004. Under current NRC 
guidance, staff authorship of KTI agreement reviews is not being identified in the final report. In 
addition, the potential exists for NRC staff to reword or change the original reviews without author 
concurrence. Documentation in this notebook provides a traceable linkage to the technical basis for the 
original review of NRC-DOE KTI agreement responses. This review report was authored by Brittain Hill 
and CNWRA internal reviews were completed on December 6, 2004: 

iw 

REVIEW BY THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION OFFICE OF NUCLEAR 
MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

AGREEMENT RESPONSES RELATED TO THE POTENTIAL GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY AT 
YUCCA MOUNTAIN, NEVADA: 

IGNEOUS ACTIVITY KEY TECHNICAL ISSUE AGREEMENT 2.18 

1 .O INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issue resolution goal during the prelicensing 
period is to assure the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has assembled enough information 
about a given issue for NRC to accept a license application for review. Resolution by the NRC 
staff during prelicensing does not prevent anyone from raising any issue for NRC consideration 
during the licensing proceedings. Also, and just as important, resolution of an issue by NRC 
during prelicensing does not prejudge the NRC staff evaluation of the issue during the licensing 
review. Issues are resolved by the NRC staff during prelicensing when the staff has no further 
questions or comments about how DOE is addressing an issue. Pertinent new information 
could raise new questions or comments about a previously resolved issue. 

This review addresses Igneous Activity Key Technical Issue Agreement 2.1 8, which was made 
between DOE and NRC during the Igneous Activity Technical Exchange and Management 
Meeting (Reamer, 2001 ). This agreement is considered important to repository performance 
because the igneous processes covered by this agreement directly affect the number of waste 
packages affected by a potential igneous event. NRC preliminary analyses suggest that 
Agreement 2.1 8 has a high significance to risk calculations (Travers, 2003). In Travers (2003), 
staff described the basis for risk-ranking the key technical issue agreements. Agreements that 
affected risk calculations through significant increases in radionuclide transport characteristics 
were considered to have high significance in performance calculations. 

‘W 

2.0 WORDING OF THE AGREEMENT 

Igneous Activity Key Technical Issue Agreement 2.18 is defined in an NRC staff letter (Reamer, 
2001), which summarized the Igneous Activity Technical Exchange and Management Meeting 
held September 5, 2001. The wording of the agreement is as follows: 

“DOE will evaluate how the presence of repository structures may affect magma ascent, conduit 
localization, and evolution of the conduit and flow system. The evaluation will include the 
potential effects of topography and stress, strain response on existing or new geologic 
structures resulting from thermal loading of HLW, in addition to a range of physical conditions 
appropriate for the duration of igneous events. DOE will also evaluate how the presence of 
engineered repository structures in the LA design (e.g., drifts, waste packages, backfill, etc.) 
could affect magma flow processes for the duration of an igneous event. The evaluation will 
include the mechanical strength and durability of natural or engineered barriers that could 
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restrict magma flow within intersected drifts. The results of this investigation will be documented 
in an update to the AMR, Dike Propagation and Interaction with Drifts, ANL-W IS-MD-000015, 
expected to be available in FY 2003, or another appropriate technical document.” 

“C 

3.0 SIGNIFICANCE OF ISSUE TO PERFORMANCE 

NRC sensitivity analyses (Travers, 2003; Mohanty, et al., 2004) indicate that the number of 
waste packages disrupted during potential igneous events has a high significance to total 
system performance assessment results. This level of significance arises because the 
consequences from extrusive igneous activity (i.e., volcanism) are directly proportional to the 
number of waste packages intersected by a subvolcanic eruption conduit. Typical subvolcanic 
conduits are on the order of 5-50 m [16-164 ft] in diameter (e.g., NRC, 1999), although conduit 
diameters as large as 150 m [492 ft] may occasionally occur (Bechtel SAIC Company, LLC, 
2003a). Processes that influence the formation of subvolcanic conduits also affect the number 
of waste packages impacted by a potential volcanic event. In addition, some physical 
conditions could potentially result in horizontal flow of magma along a drift, with a pathway to 
the surface forming some lateral distance away from the point of initial intrusion (Woods, et ai., 
2002). Although physical conditions for this horizontal flow pathway to develop during the initial 
minutes of a potential igneous event now appear less likely to occur (Bechtel SAC Company, 
LLC, 2003b), development of this pathway at any time during the event could affect a 
significantly larger number of waste packages than a simple vertical conduit. Damage to waste 
packages intersected by magma likely occurs from the high thermal and mechanical stresses 
that occur during an eruption (e.g., NRC, 1999; Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2003~). 
Potential flow paths to the surface that follow existing drifts could disrupt and entrain more 
waste than assumed for vertical subvolcanic conduits, affecting repository performance. 

4.0 EVALUATION AND COMMENT 

Igneous Activity Key Technical Issue Agreement 2.1 8 is relevant to understanding important 
aspects of Igneous Activity Subissue 2, “Consequences of Igneous Activity,” and has been 
reviewed by staff in that context. Staff reviewed the information provided by DOE using review 
methods for the Volcanic Disruption of Waste Packages in the Yucca Mountain Review Plan 
(NRC, 2003). 

Basaltic magma rises buoyantly from depth by fracturing and dilating surrounding rock. 
Processes that affect the strength characteristics of rock can affect the ascent characteristics of 
basaltic magma. In CRWMS M&O (2000), DOE proposed that changes in rock stress 
surrounding the potential repository might divert rising magma away from subsurface drifts 
during the first 2,000 years following repository closure. In this analysis, the emplacement of 
high-level waste heated surrounding rock and reoriented the distribution of rock stress to 
directions that could divert rising magma from drifts (CRWMS M&O, 2000). These analyses, 
however, only evaluated a simplified stress distribution and did not fully consider the effects of 
variations in strain processes on potential magma ascent. 

Additional analyses in Bechtel SAC Company, LLC (2003b,d) more fully evaluate the strain 
response in heated rock surrounding drifts containing high-level waste. These DOE analyses 
consider a greater range of realistic physical conditions and coupled thermal-mechanical 
processes than were considered in earlier models (e.g., CRWMS M&O, 2000). The current 
DOE analyses indicate that potential stress redistribution effects from rock heating will be 
restricted to within approximately 10 m [33 ft] of the drifts. Significant variations in wall-rock ‘W 
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properties (e.g., fracture density and orientation) also will likely result in complex stress 
redistribution patterns (Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2003d). Thus, DOE concludes that the 
orientation of vertical stress would not change significantly due to thermal heating and that 
basaltic magma rising toward the central part of the repository would maintain a vertical ascent 
pathway and not be diverted away from repository drifts (Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 
2003a, b). 

‘U 

Independent analyses (Smart, 2004) support the conclusion that thermal-mechanical effects on 
rock stress from potential high-level waste emplacement would have negligible effects on 
magma ascent processes. Using first-order calculations, Smart (2004) concludes that a large 
fraction of thermal-expansion strain from waste-generated heat can be accommodated through 
fracture closure. Thermally induced stress, therefore, would be much smaller than suggested 
in CRWMS M&O (2000), reducing the likelihood for large-scale reorientation of the principal 
stresses. Although the theoretical deflection of ascending intrusions (Le., dikes) away from 
heated drifts is sometimes alluded to by DOE (e.g., Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2003a), 
current DOE models for potential magma-repository interactions assume that any rising magma 
will not be deflected away from potential repository drifts due to thermal-mechanical effects 
from possible waste emplacement (Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2003b; Detournay, et al., 
2003). This assumption appears adequately supported by available information. 

Previous DOE analyses (CRWMS M&O, 2000) indicated that magma flow down potentially 
intersected drifts may be restricted by the presence of debris plugs that formed during the 
igneous event. In DOE models, only waste packages that are directly contacted by flowing 
magma are assumed to fail in performance calculations (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2003~). 
Thus, restricting the extent of potential magma flow in drifts reduces the source term for 
hydrologic release following an intrusive igneous event. Because the potential flow of magma 
into drifts is a complex process, DOE uses insights from several types of numerical models for 
the flow of volatile-absent (i.e., degassed) magma. By assuming that magma is degassed, 
models in Bechtel SAC Company, LLC (2003b) conclude that flow rates into potentially 
intersected drifts will be on the order of 10 m/s [33 ft/s]. Debris plugs do not occur in current 
DOE models for magma flow in potentially intersected drifts, and magma is allowed to fill the 
intersected drift with no significant retardation in flow due to interaction with engineered 
systems (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2003b). 

“W 

Flow rates for degassed magma calculated by models in Bechtel SAC Company, LLC (2003b) 
are consistent with the results of experimental and numerical models developed by Lejeune, 
et al. (2002). In these models, flow rate is controlled by the pressure difference between the 
ascending magma and the potentially intersected drift, with rheological effects contributing to 
the shape and rate of flow down the drift. For gas-bearing magmas, however, fully coupled 
gas-magma flow models in Bokhove and Woods (2000) and Woods, et al. (2002) indicate that 
a gas-bearing magma could flow into potentially intersected drifts with velocities on the order of 
100 m/s [328 ft/s]. These higher flow rates result from the rapid expansion and acceleration of 
gas during decompression, as the magma potentially travels from a highly confined intrusion 
into a less confined drift. Although uncertainty in the amount of magma degassing may affect 
calculations of flow velocities, uncertainty in flow velocity does not affect risk-significant 
assumptions in current DOE models for waste-package damage during potential intrusive 
igneous events. Thus, current DOE models for the extent of magma flow into potentially 
intersected drifts appear adequately supported by available information. 

“W Magma in a typical shallow dike that is ascending slowly can solidify in several hours 



(e.g., Huppert and Sparks, 1985). Thus, any subsurface feature that favors vertical ascent of 
magma could favor the localization of a subvolcanic conduit, because the conduit will not form 
in stagnated, solidifying basalt. Repository drifts represent one possible low-resistance flow 
path for vertically ascending magma, as calculations show that magma will accelerate into the 
intersected drifts because of decompression effects (e.g., Woods, et al., 2002; Bechtel SAIC 
Company, LLC, 2003b). Thus, magma flow directions in a dike that potentially intersect a drift 
could focus on the drift, with lower ascent velocities or possibly stagnation occurring in parts of 
the dike location in pillar areas between drifts. The effect of focusing the vertical ascent of 
magma toward drifts could then favor the subsequent localization of a conduit at the 
dike-drift intersection. 

*' 

Potential magma flow into repository drifts is evaluated in Bechtel SAC Company, LLC 
(2003b), using a three-dimensional model that couples vertical flow of degassed magma in a 
narrow dike to simplified rock-mechanical relationships. Using these relationships, Bechtel 
SAIC Company, LLC (2003b) concludes that magma-flow streamlines could focus on 
intersected drifts. However, these models also indicate that magma in the pillars between drifts 
would possibly rise tens OX meters above the level of the drifts, which is interpreted to possibly 
favor the subsequent formation of conduits in pillars rather than at drifts (Bechtel SAlC 
Company, LLC, 2003b). Intersected drifts are filled by degassed magma within approximately 
five minutes, with subsequent magma rise along the initial plane of ascent. The short time 
necessary to completely fill a potentially intersected drift, however, does not appear sufficient to 
induce significant cooling effects in areas of low vertical velocity in the dike. Thus, conduit 
localization does not appear affected by the transient effects of rapid magma flow into 
intersected drifts. Based on these analyses, DOE concludes that subsurface repository 
structures do not influence the localization of subvolcanic conduits (Bechtel SAlC Company, 

'W LLC, 2003a,b). 

Independent analyses support the conclusion of rapid inflow of ascending, degassed magma 
into a potentially intersected drift (Lejeune, et at., 2002). If the magma is not degassed, 
however, decompression associated with flow into the drift will accelerate the magma-gas 
mixture as gas bubbles expand (Bokhove and Woods, 2000; Woods, et al., 2002). Gas-driven 
acceleration would likely cause the drifts to fill more rapidly than modeled for gas-absent 
magmas, further decreasing the amount of time available to induce thermal effects in the 
ascending magma system. Although DOE has not evaluated the effects of decompression- 
induced flow of gas-bearing magmas into potentially intersected drifts, these effects do not 
appear to affect risk-significant assumptions in current DOE models for risk calculations from 
igneous events. 

Previous DOE models did not provide an adequate technical basis to conclude that potential 
magma ascent would remain localized in a single vertical intrusion following possible drift 
intersection (CRWMS M&O, 2000). Based on potentially significant variations in bedrock 
thickness over drifts, and the distribution of possible rock fractures, Woods, et al. (2002) 
hypothesized that magma might emerge from a drift along a different vertical pathway than 
used to ascend from depth. If the drift filled with magma and began to repressurize, 
hydrofracturing and breakout through the drift roof might be more likely to occur on the eastern 
part of the drift, or perhaps subvertically toward Solitario Canyon where the overlying rock is 
thinnest and less fluid pressure would be needed to dilate a fracture (e.g., Bechtel SAlC 
Company, LLC, 2003d). In this situation, magma could flow horizontally through the drift 
between the initial intersection point and the final breakout point, potentially entraining more 
waste packages than intersected by a simple vertical conduit. WW 
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DOE provides additional detailed analyses in Bechtel SAC Company, LLC (2003b) to evaluate 
thermal-mechanical processes associated with potential breakouts from magma-filled drifts at 
locations away from the point of initial intrusion intersection. These analyses compare rates of 
dike-tip propagation along a vertical fracture of original intersection, and for vertical fractures 
located away from the point of initial intersection. These analyses examine fracture 
propagation rates using simplified rock mechanical models for hydrofracture processes, which 
appear to reasonably abstract magma propagation processes. Based on these analyses, 
Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC (2003b) concludes that if an intersected drift was wholly filled with 
magma, ascent rates along the original vertical plane of intersection would be approximately 
twice as rapid as likely to occur along secondary vertical planes located along the drift. This 
reduction in ascent rate occurs because lower effective fluid pressures result if magma has to 
travel horizontally along the drift, relative to continued vertical ascent. Because of this reduction 
in ascent rate, secondary dikes would only propagate a short distance before magma in the 
main dike reached the surface and depressurized the system. Magma in the secondary dikes 
also would rapidly cool against the surrounding rock, further retarding initial propagation rates. 
Thus, Bechtel SAC Company, LLC (2003b) concludes that the horizontal dog-leg scenario of 
Woods, et al. (2002) appears unlikely, relative to the scenario of continued vertical magma 
ascent along the original plane of intersection at the beginning of a potential eruption. Although 
a quantitative reduction in scenario likelihood is not specified in Bechtel SAC Company, LLC 
(2003b), the analyses in Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC (2003b) support the conclusion for a 
relatively lower likelihood of occurrence for the horizontal dog-leg scenario of Woods, et al. 
(2002) during the initial minutes of a potential eruption. 

w 

Although magma initially propagating along secondary fractures may rapidly cool during the 
initial minutes of a potential eruption, most of the magma in an intersected drift would remain 
molten for the duration of the volcanic eruption (NRC, 1999; Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 
2003b). DOE analyses conclude that a subvolcanic conduit localizes on a drift in approximately 
77 percent of the model realizations (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2003a). In these 
realizations, magma in the erupting volcanic conduit would be a contiguous fluid with magma 
remaining in the intersected drift. Thus, magma in the potentially intersected drift would 
respond to pressure variations occurring in the erupting conduit. Currently available information 
shows that water contents in Yucca Mountain region basalt were significantly higher than 
estimated in Bechtel SAIC Company, LLC (2003e) and most likely were on the order of four 
weight percent (Luhr and Housh, 2002; Nicholis and Rutherford, 2004). High water contents 
significantly increase the amount of gas in the erupting conduit, and commonly lead to relatively 
high-velocity eruptions that are choked at the vent exit (e.g., Wilson and Head, 1981). Choked 
flow conditions can lead to pressures in the shallow subvolcanic conduit that exceed lithostatic 
pressure (e.g., Woods, et al., 2002). During periods of steady flow, overpressures in the 
conduit may be readily transmitted to the magma remaining within the drift. Unlike the condition 
of initial magma ascent, when pressure in the shallow dike system drops significantly when the 
dike reaches the surface, overpressure in the flowing conduit may lead to a condition of 
sustained overpressure in a potentially intersected drift. These overpressures can exceed the 
pressures needed to dilate secondary fractures in the drift walls (e.g., Woods, et al., 2002; 
Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2003b,d). Although DOE has provided an analysis that indicates 
a low likelihood for secondary magma breakouts (Le., dog-legs) to occur during the initial 
minutes of a potential igneous event, available information (e.g., Sparks, et al., 1997; Woods, et 
al., 2002, 2004; Bokhove, et al., 2004) indicates overpressure conditions sufficient for 
secondary breakouts may occur throughout the duration of the volcanic eruption. Information 
provided by DOE (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2003b; Ziegler, 2004) has not evaluated the 
effect of magma flow processes on the formation of secondary breakouts for an appropriate 
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duration of an igneous event. 
'cu 

Some basaltic volcanoes comparable to those in the Yucca Mountain region form secondary 
vents during the eruption. These secondary vents often form on trend with the initial dike, with 
well-documented examples at, for example, Paricutin volcano in Mexico (Luhr and Simkin, 
1993). If a basaltic dike formed through the potential repository at Yucca Mountain, this dike 
would likely trend obliquely across intersected drifts (e.g., Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 
2003e). Thus, secondary vents forming on or near this trend would create secondary magma- 
flow paths that had very low potential to entrain additional waste packages. However, some 
basaltic volcanoes form secondary vents orthogonal to the trend of initial dikes, at distances on 
the order of 1 km [0.6 mi] away from the main conduit. For example, the 1975 Tolbachik, 
Russia, scoria cone eruption formed a secondary vent complex approximately 1.5 km [0.9 mi] 
off the axis of the main eruption (Fedotov, et al., 1984). This secondary vent was active for four 
days and produced both scoria and lavas. Field evidence at Lathrop Wells volcano, Nevada, 
also has been interpreted to indicate the formation of a large, secondary vent located 
approximately 1 km [0.6 mi] east of the main eruption axis (Perry, et al., 1998). The processes 
that lead to the formation of off-axis secondary vents have not been explained, but appear to 
involve the shallow migration of partially degassed magma along secondary fractures away 
from the main conduit. If these types of off-axis secondary vents formed during a possible 
volcanic eruption at the potential Yucca Mountain repository, horizontal flow down an 
intersected drift could develop between the main conduit and secondary vent system. Although 
this pathway might be active for only several days, magma could flow through the drift system 
with sufficient velocity to disrupt and entrain high-level waste (e.g., Woods, et al., 2002). 
Entrained waste would likely accumulate near the secondary vent, where it could be available 
for subsequent redistribution by surface processes after the eruption. Initial sensitivity studies 
(Travers, 2003; NRC, 2004) show that this type of an alternative conceptual model for magma 
flow could have high significance to performance calculations for volcanic risks. 

$hW 

5.0 SUMMARY 

Current DOE models indicate that, although there may be potential thermal-mechanical effects 
on rock stress arising from waste emplacement in drifts, the magnitude of these potential 
effects is not sufficient to divert rising basaltic magma away from drifts. Staff can support this 
conclusion with independent technical information and do not have alternative information on 
this process that would affect risk calculations significantly. 

If rising magma intersects a subsurface drift, current DOE models conclude that 
depressurization effects are sufficient to cause magma flow into the potentially intersected drift. 
Current DOE analyses do not rely on the formation of debris plugs to artificially restrict the flow 
of magma into a potentially intersected drift, and all intersected drifts are allowed to fill with 
magma. Although these DOE models only evaluate gas-free magmas, independent staff 
analyses indicate that the presence of gas in magmas likely accelerates flow velocities by an 
order of magnitude. This increase in flow velocity, however, does not significantly affect the 
resulting performance calculations for the extent of magma flow into potentially 
intersected drifts. 

DOE has provided a technical basis to evaluate possible effects of magma-drift interactions on 
the localization of subvolcanic conduits. These analyses show that the transient effects of 
magma inflow into potentially intersected drifts do not affect the thermal or mechanical structure 
of the magma system in ways that affect the subsequent formation of subvolcanic conduits. 'Irr 
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Although DOE only analyzes volatile-absent magma flow, independent staff analyses for 
volatile-bearing flows do not significantly affect this conclusion. b 

The formation of secondary vents that exploit repository drifts (i.e., dog-legs) is a conceptual 
model that has high significance to performance calculations. DOE has provided mechanical 
and thermal analyses that conclude the formation of such secondary vents during the initial 
minutes of a potential igneous event appears unlikely. These analyses evaluate more realistic 
physical conditions in more rigorous detail than accomplished in initial calculations by Woods, 
et al. (2002). However, DOE has not extended these analyses to conditions likely to occur 
during the duration of an igneous event. Independent staff analyses and information from 
natural analog volcanoes #indicate that secondary vents can sometimes develop during scoria 
cone eruptions, consistent with the likely occurrence of significant magma overpressures in an 
erupting conduit. Such overpressures are likely to occur in future volcanic eruptions in the 
Yucca Mountain region due to high volatile contents in the magma. Secondary vents may 
exploit existing subsurface structures, such as potential repository drifts, and lead to the 
horizontal flow of magma through parts of an intersected drift. If this type of horizontal flow 
pathway developed during the course of an eruption, it could significantly entrain more waste 
packages than assumed for a vertical conduit. DOE has not yet provided sufficient information 
to evaluate how the presence of engineered repository structures could affect magma flow 
processes for the duration of an igneous event. 

6.0 STATUS OF THE AGREEMENT 

Based on the aforementioned review, staff does not agree with DOE that the information 
provided satisfies the intent of Igneous Activity Key Technical Issue Agreement 2.1 8. 
Therefore, staff considers the status of this agreement as needs additional information with 
regard to the development of secondary magma-flow pathways for the duration of a potential 
igneous event. 

QW 
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Project: Abstract the areas used for fluvial and eolian remobilization of potential tephra deposits in the 
Yucca Mountain Region. December 29,2004. For development of TPA 5.1, we need to constrain the 
source area for tephra deposits that can be redistributed by wind and water. These areas will be used in 
conjunction with the TEPHRA code to develop tephra+HLW mass distributions for TPA calculations. 

Eolian particles likely to affect the RMEI location (i.e., at the SW comer of the NTS boundary, dashed 
line) mostly originate from the basins surrounding the RMEI location. Very fine aerosols are fluxed 
through the area from more distant locations, but constitute a small percentage of the airborne particle 
mass. As a first approximation, most airborne particles at the RMEI location will originate from the area 
outlined in the solid rectangle. Comer coordinates are NW= 533000E, 4086000N; SE= 570000E, 
4030000N. This gives an area of 2072 km2. Using a real windfield, TEPHRA will simulate an eruption 

plume that is 
deposited from 
YM. If plume 
deposits within 
this rectangle, 
then the area of 
the plume within 
the rectangle is 
divided by the 
total aeolian area 
(2072 km2) to 
arrive at a 
dilution function 
for the eolian 
fines at the 
RMEI location. 
This approach is 
documented in 
the TPA code 
SRD etc. 
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For fluvial remobilization, need to abstract the area of the Fortymile Wash drainage basin for use in the 
TEPHRA code processing. See Brandi Winfrey’s scientific notebook for the computational approach 
used for these calcs. 

Here, the Fortymile Wash basin is shown in shaded grey, along with the dashed outline of the NTS and 
repository footprint. UTM grid tics are at lkm spacings. A 20-km radius circle extending from the center 
of repository panel1 is an approximation for the average extent of a tephra deposit, based on analog 
information and preliminary TEPHRA calculations. This is used to constrain the area of Fortymile Wash 
that will likely serve as a capture basin for tephra-fall deposits. The red line outlines my best 
approximation of the Fortymile basin that can be the capture zone for tephra falls. The SW comer of this 

L 

Conceptuaf 
Area for 
Flu vial 
A=288 km2 

outline is 
55oooOE, 
4059000N. 
Area of the 
abstracted 
basin is 288 
km2. 
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Project: Evaluation of DOE response to IA KTI agreements 2.03,2.09,2.19 and 2.20. January 12,2005 
Under current NRC guidance, staff authorship of KTI agreement reviews is not being identified in the 
final report. In addition, the potential exists for NRC staff to reword or change the original reviews 
without author concurrence. Documentation in this notebook provides a traceable linkage to the 
technical basis for the original review of NRC-DOE KTI agreement responses. This review report was 
authored by Brittain Hill and CNWRA internal reviews were completed on January 12,2005: 

W 

REVIEW BY THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS 

OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY AGREEMENT RESPONSES RELATED TO THE 
POTENTIAL GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY AT YUCCA MOUNTAIN. NEVADA: 

IGNEOUS ACTIVITY KEY TECHNICAL ISSUE AGREEMENTS 
2.03 AIN-1, 2.09 AIN-1, 2.19. and 2.20 

1 .O INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issue resolution goal during the prelicensing 
period is to ensure the US.  Department of Energy (DOE) has assembled enough information 
about a given issue for NRC to accept a license application for review. Resolution by the NRC 
staff during prelicensing does not prevent anyone from raising any issue for NRC consideration 
during the licensing proceedings. Also, and just as important, resolution of an issue by NRC 
during prelicensing does not prejudge the NRC staff evaluation of the issue during the licensing 
review. Issues are resolved by the NRC staff during prelicensing when the staff has no further 
questions or comments about how DOE is addressing an issue. Pertinent new information 
could raise new questions or comments about a previously resolved issue. ‘W 

This review addresses additional information supplied by DOE to support Igneous Activity Key 
Technical Issue Agreements 2.03 and 2.09, which were originally made between DOE and 
NRC during the Igneous Activity Technical Exchange and Management Meeting (Schlueter, 
2000). Additionally, this review evaluates information supplied by DOE to support Igneous 
Activity Key Technical Issue Agreements 2.1 9 and 2.20, which were made between DOE and 
NRC during the Igneous Activity Technical Exchange and Management Meeting (Reamer, 
2001a). These four agreements affect models for the potential release and transport of 
radionuclides during potential igneous events. In Travers (2003), staff described the basis for 
risk-ranking the key technical issue agreements. Agreements that affected risk calculations 
through moderate increases in radionuclide transport characteristics were considered to have 
medium significance in performance calculations. The NRC preliminary analyses indicate these 
four agreements have a medium significance to risk calculations (Travers, 2003). 

2.0 WORDINGS OF THE AGREEMENTS 

Igneous Activity Key Technical Issue Agreement 2.03 is defined in an NRC staff letter 
(Schlueter, 2000), which summarizes the Igneous Activity Technical Exchange and 
Management Meeting held August 29-31, 2000. The wording of the agreement is as follows: 

IA.2.03. “Document how the tephra volumes from analog volcanos represent the likely range of 
tephra volumes from Yucca Mountain Region (YMR) volcanoes. (Eruptive AC-1) DOE agreed 
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and will document the basis for determining the range of tephra volumes that is likely from 
possible future volcanoes in the YMR in the Eruptive Processes AMR 
(ANL-MGR-GS-000002). This will be available to the NRC in FY2002.” 

” w 

DOE previously responded to Agreement IA.2.03 (Ziegler, 2002a). After reviewing this 
response, NRC identified an additional information need, referred to as IA.2.03 AIN-1 
(Schlueter, 2002). The wording of IA.2.03 AIN-1 follows. 

IA.2.03 AIN-1. “DOE needs to: (a) Provide a technical basis for demonstrating how tephra 
volumes have been calculated based on eroded deposits in the YMR, (b) Provide a technical 
basis for the inclusion of analog information, and (c) Demonstrate how buried deposits, such as 
the flows from Little Cones, has been incorporated into the calculation of tephra volumes. In 
addition, the apparent lack. of sensitivity of tephra volume in performance assessment 
calculations should be demonstrated under appropriate wind conditions.” 

Igneous Activity Key Technical Issue Agreement 2.09 is defined in an NRC staff letter 
(Schlueter, 2000), which summarizes the Igneous Activity Technical Exchange and 
Management Meeting held August 29-31, 2000. This agreement was modified during the 
Igneous Activity Technical Exchange and Management Meeting held June 21 -22,2001 
(Reamer, 2001 b). The wording of the modified agreement is as follows: 

IA.2.09. “Use the appropriate wind speeds for the various heights of eruption columns being 
modeled. DOE agreed and will evaluate the wind speed data appropriate for the height of the 
eruptive columns being modeled. This will be documented in a calculation document. This will 
be available to the NRC in FY 2002.” 

DOE previously responded to Agreement IA.2.09 (Ziegler, 2002b). After reviewing this 
response, NRC identified an additional information need, referred to as IA.2.09 AIN-1 
(Schlueter, 2003). The wording of IA.2.09 AIN-1 follows. 

‘bv 

IA.2.09 AIN-1. “The DOE needs to demonstrate that the wind speed used in performance 
assessment is appropriate for the height of the eruption column. The DOE should demonstrate 
that neglecting the effects of higher velocity winds expressed during particle rise and lateral 
advection does not underestimate risk. If the DOE chooses to convolve wind-speed data into a 
single distribution for use in performance assessment, the DOE should document how 
appropriate weight was given in the distribution to upper altitude winds representative of lateral 
advection processes typically observed in volcanic eruption plumes. The DOE wind speed 
parameter distribution also should reflect the characteristics of the parameter distribution used 
for eruption column height, to avoid potential bias towards lower altitude wind speeds. As this 
information will be used in the TSPA-LA, the DOE needs to provide this information in a format 
that meets the requirements of the DOE quality assurance program.” 

Igneous Activity Key Technical Issue Agreement 2.1 9 is defined in an NRC staff letter (Reamer, 
2001 a), which summarizes the Igneous Activity Technical Exchange and Management Meeting 
held September 5, 2001. ‘The wording of the agreement is as follows: 

IA.2.19. “DOE will evaluate waste package response to stresses from thermal and mechanical 
effects associated with exposure to basaltic magma, considering the results of evaluations 
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attendant to IA Agreement 2.1 8. As currently planned, the evaluation, if implemented, would 
include (1 ) appropriate at-condition strength properties and magma flow paths, for duration of 
an igneous event; and (2) aging effects on materials strength properties when exposed to 
basaltic magmatic conditions for the duration of an igneous event, which will include the 
potential effects of subsequent seismically induced stresses on substantially intact waste 
packages. DOE will also evaluate the response of Zone 3 waste packages, or waste packages 
covered by backfill or rockfall, if exposed to magmatic gasses at conditions appropriate for an 
igneous event, considering the results of evaluation attendant to IA Agreement 2.1 8. If models 
take credit for engineered barriers providing delay in radionuclide release, DOE will evaluate 
barrier performance for the duration of the hypothetical igneous event. The results of this 
investigation would be documented in an update to the technical product Waste Package 
Behavior in Magma CAL-EBS-ME-000002, which would be available by the end of FY 2003, 
or other appropriate technical document.” 

“1w 

Igneous Activity Key Technical Issue Agreement 2.20 is defined in an NRC staff letter (Reamer, 
2001 a), which summarizes the Igneous Activity Technical Exchange and Management Meeting 
held September 5, 2001. The wording of the agreement is as follows: 

IA.2.20. “DOE will evaluate how ascent and flow of basaltic magma through repository 
structures could result in processes that might incorporate HLW, considering the results of 
evaluations attendant to IA Agreements 2.18 and 2.19. As currently planned, the evaluation, if 
implemented, would include the potential for HLW incorporation along reasonable potential flow 
paths that could develop during an igneous event. The evaluation would also include the 
physical and chemical response of HLW and cladding after heating and potential disruption of 
waste package and contents, for waste packages remaining in drifts. The evaluation would 
examine effects that may result in increased solubility potential relative to undisturbed HLW 
forms. The results of this investigation would be documented in a new AMR to document the 
waste form response to magmatic conditions, which is expected to be available by the end of 
FY 2003. DOE will describe the method of HLW incorporation used in DOE models, including 
consideration of particle aggregation and the effect on waste transport. If models take credit for 
engineered barriers providing delay in radionuclide release, DOE will evaluate barrier 
performance for the duration of the hypothetical igneous event. This will be documented in an 
update to the igneous consequences AMR, ANL-WIS-MD-000017, which is expected to be 
available in FY 2003, or another appropriate technical document.” 

w 

3.0 SIGNIFICANCE OF ISSUES TO PERFORMANCE 

Agreement IA.2.03 AIN-1 requests DOE to provide additional support for the calculation of 
tephra volumes used in models of potential volcanic events in the Yucca Mountain region. This 
information is important because the volume of tephra affects models used to simulate the 
airborne transport of radionuclides during potential volcanic eruptions. Tephra volume also 
affects the calculated concentration of high-level waste in potential volcanic deposits, because 
of simple dilution effects associated with larger tephra volumes. However, nearly all the original 
tephra deposits have been eroded from the exposed basaltic volcanoes in the Yucca Mountain 
region. Thus, tephra deposit volumes cannot be measured directly at Yucca Mountain region 
volcanoes, and alternative methods must be used to evaluate a range of potential volumes for 
future igneous events. Based on available risk insights (Travers, 2003; Mohanty, et al., 2004; 
NRC, 2004), staff determined that tephra volumes have medium significance to performance 
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calculations. 

Aqreement IA.2.09 AIN-1 requests DOE to provide additional support for the use of selected 
wind characteristics to represent atmosphedc conditions at appropriate altitudes for modeled 
volcanic eruption columns. This information is important because models for the dispersal of 
tephra from potential volcanic events are sensitive to assumptions for wind speed and direction. 
Higher wind velocities can advect airborne tephra particles further downwind in the eruption 
plume than occurs for relatively lower wind velocities. Eruption plumes also can be directed 
away from the location of the reasonably maximally exposed individual, depending on wind 
direction and velocity. Based on available risk insights (Travers, 2003; Mohanty, et ai., 2004; 
NRC, 2004), staff determined that wind characteristics have medium significance to 
performance calculations. 

Agreement IA.2.19 requests DOE to provide additional support for models of waste package 
response to conditions associated with basaltic intrusive events. This information is important 
because assumptions for the number and extent of damaged waste packages control the 
source-term for radionuclide release calculations during igneous intrusive events. Multiple drifts 
could be intersected by a potential intrusive igneous event. Thus, a large increase in 
radionuclide source-term could occur if many or all of the waste packages in intersected drifts 
were extensively damaged during potential intrusive igneous events. Based on available risk 
insights (Travers, 2003; Mohanty, et ai., 2004; NRC, 2004), staff determined that waste 
package response to conditions during intrusive igneous events has a medium significance to 
performance calculations. 

Agreement IA.2.20 requests DOE to provide additional information regarding the response of 
the wasteform to the physical conditions of a potential igneous event. This information is 
important because the thermal, mechanical, or chemical conditions of a potential igneous event 
could affect the characteristics of the wasteform and increase radionuclide release rates during 
subsequent hydrologic flow and transport. Based on available risk insights (Travers, 2003; 
Mohanty, et ai., 2004; NRC, 2004), staff determined that wasteform response to conditions 
during intrusive igneous events has a medium significance to performance calculations. 

*.- 

4.0 EVALUATION AND COMMENT 

The combined DOE response to Agreements IA.2.03 AIN-1, IA.2.09 AIN-1, IA.2.19, and 
IA.2.20 is provided in Appendixes A-D of Bechtel SAC Company, LLC (2003a). These four 
Igneous Activity Key Technical Issue agreements are relevant to understanding important 
aspects of Igneous Activity Subissue 2, Consequences of Igneous Activity, and have been 
reviewed by staff in that context. Staff evaluated the information provided by DOE using review 
methods for the Volcanic Disruption of Waste Packages, Airborne Transport of Radionuclides, 
and Mechanical Disruption of Engineered Barriers sections in the Yucca Mountain Review Plan 
(NRC, 2003). 

4.1 Aareement IA.2.03 AIN-1 

In Appendix A of Bechtel SAC Company, LLC (2003a), DOE summarizes additional information 
that clarifies the method used to estimate tephra volumes from past eruptions in the Yucca 
Mountain region. DOE focuses on the youngest volcano in the Yucca Mountain region, Lathrop 
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Wells volcano, because tephra deposits from this volcano are the best preserved in this region. 
By using standard volume estimation techniques, DOE concludes the volume of Lathrop Wells 
tephra deposits was approximately 0.04 km’ [0.01 mi’]. This tephra volume is twice the volume 
of the associated scoria cone, which is an average volume relationship observed at other 
historical basaltic scoria-cone eruptions (NRC, 1999; Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2003a). 
Variability in the potential tephra volume for future eruptions is estimated by DOE at the upper 
limits by increasing the Lathrop Wells tephra volume by a factor of two {i.e., 0.08 km’ 
[0.02 mi’]}, with a lower limit of 0.004 km’ [0.001 mi’] defined by the Little Cones volcano in 
Crater Flat (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2003a). 

V U  

The information provided in Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC (2003a) clearly explains the methods 
used by DOE to estimate tephra volumes for Quaternary volcanic eruptions in the Yucca 
Mountain region. Tephra volumes are estimated based on scaling relationships to cone 
volumes and are derived independently from lava flow volumes. DOE also provides a short 
explanation for the use of selected analog volcanoes to constrain volume relationships between 
scoria cones and tephra deposits (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2003a). This information was 
not available in previous DOE reports (e.g., CRWMS M&O, 2000a). In addition, the current 
DOE modeling approach for airborne transport of tephra no longer uses eruption volume to 
constrain column height. 

Although cone and tephra deposits are best preserved at Quaternary volcanoes in the Yucca 
Mountain region, the limited number of Quaternary volcanoes does not fully represent an 
appropriate range of possible tephra volumes for future eruptions. Available information 
suggests larger tephra volumes than currently used by DOE may be more representative of 
older eruptions in the Yucca Mountain region. For example, Bechtel SAC Company, LLC 
(2003a) suggests the volume of deposits for the buried 3.8 million-year-old volcano associated 
with Aeromagnetic Anomaly B may be greater than any single Quaternary deposit. The eroded 
remnants of Pliocene scoria cones in Crater Flat also indicate larger tephra volumes than 
accounted for in the current DOE parameter range (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2003b). In 
addition, most DOE probability models for future igneous events consider volcanoes up to 
5 million years old as relevant to the recurrence rate estimates (e.g., Bechtel SAC Company, 
LLC, 2003b). Thus, not including volcanic events up to 5 million years old from the range of 
estimated tephra volumes for future volcanic events appears inconsistent with the DOE basis 
used to estimate the likelihood of future volcanic events in the Yucca Mountain region. 

“ U 

The DOE performance calculations use tephra volume as a simple input parameter in the 
airborne transport model for volcanic events. The technical basis used by DOE to develop a 
preferred tephra-volume range represents a traceable methodology, although alternative 
interpretations to available data can be derived. Independent staff analyses can be used to 
evaluate the risk significance of alternative interpretations of tephra volumes in performance 
calculations (e.g., NRC, 2004). Although some differences appear to exist between the DOE 
and NRC estimates of tephra volumes for past Yucca Mountain region volcanic events 
(cf., NRC, 1999), the magnitude of the current differences does not appear to affect 
performance calculations significantly (NRC, 2004). Nevertheless, DOE could strengthen its 
technical basis by providing a transparent linkage between the tephra volumes used in the 
performance calculations and the tephra volumes likely associated with the range of volcanic 
events used to derive the DOE probability estimate. Based on currently available information, 
staff concludes that DOE has acceptably addressed the specific questions raised in Agreement 
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IA.2.03 AIN-1. * 
4.2 Aareement IA.2.09 AINA 

In Appendix B of Bechtel SAC Company, LLC (2003a), DOE clarifies the method used to 
represent wind speed and direction in performance calculations of potential volcanic events at 
Yucca Mountain. The current DOE modeling approach for atmospheric dispersal of volcanic 
tephra (Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2004a) differs significantly from previous DOE models 
(e.g., CRWMS M&O, 200Qb). Previously, the DOE models did not provide a clear linkage 
between the wind characteristics used in the dispersal calculations and the height of the 
eruption column. The current DOE model, however, now assumes that wind speed and wind 
direction characteristics of the altitude at the top of the eruption plume represent atmospheric 
conditions for tephra dispersal calculations. DOE uses wind characteristics from radiosonde 
data collected in 1978-1 993 at the Desert Rock airstrip, Nevada (Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 
2004a). These wind data are binned into 1 -km [0.6-mi]-high intervals and distributions of wind 
speed and direction are produced for each interval. The DOE tephra dispersal model 
independently calculates the altitude of the top of the eruption column, then samples wind 
speed and direction distributions from the 1 -km [0.6-mi]-high interval corresponding to the top of 
the eruption column (Bectitel SAlC Company, LLC, 2004a). 

The information provided in Appendix B of Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC (2003a) to address 
Agreement IA.2.09 AIN-1 appears sufficient for staff review of the DOE modeling approach for 
atmospheric dispersal of volcanic tephra. DOE has provided a traceable basis to relate wind 
characteristics used in the dispersal modeling to eruption characteristics used in the same 
model. Staff notes, however, the wind data from Desert Rock airstrip reported in Attachment Ill 
of Bechtel SAC Company, LLC (2004a) may contain additional errors. Staff analysis of the 
1978-1 997 Desert Rock data, which were independently acquired from the U.S. National 
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Agency, results in an approximately twofold increase in 
average wind speed relative to the reportedly identical data used in Bechtel SAIC Company, 
LLC (2004a). In addition, this data set does not contain the numerous errors in the 1994-1 995 
observations reported in Attachment Ill of Bechtel SAC Company, LLC (2004a). Although staff 
is aware of ongoing DOE investigations to reconcile these differences in the Desert Rock wind 
data, results of these investigations are not yet available. Reconciliation of these differences in 
wind data appears important to support the DOE performance calculations. Nevertheless, if 
such differences exist during license review, staff will be able to evaluate the likely risk 
significance of potential differences using alternative parameter distributions for wind speed and 
wind direction. Based on currently available information, staff concludes that DOE has 
acceptably addressed the specific questions raised in Agreement IA.2.09 AIN-1. 

w 

4.3 Aareement IA.2.19 

In Appendix C of Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC (2003a), DOE presents a significantly revised 
conceptual model for waste package response to conditions occurring in drifts affected by a 
potential igneous intrusive event. Previously, DOE assumed significant damage occurred to 
only the first three waste packages located on either side of an igneous intrusion that 
intersected a drift (CRW MS M&O, 2000~). Other waste packages in potentially intersected 
drifts were modeled by DOE as having only small end-cap failures. Waste packages located in 
adjacent, nonintersected drifts did not experience any adverse effects from potential igneous 
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events. The limited information available about waste package response to likely igneous 
conditions, however, did not support many of the assumptions in CRWMS M&O (2000c,d) for 
waste package resiliency during potential igneous intrusive events (e.g., NRC, 1999, 2002). 

b‘ 

The current DOE model for waste package response to potential igneous conditions concludes 
the combined thermal, mechanical, and chemical effects of direct contact by basaltic magma 
will remove the waste isolation functions of waste packages (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 
2003a, 2004b). DOE also assumes there will be no naturally occurring rockfall or engineered 
backfill to possibly mitigate these effects in potentially intersected drifts (Bechtel SAC 
Company, LLC, 2003a). Thus, performance calculations assume the waste isolation functions 
are removed from all waste packages in drifts potentially intersected by basaltic magma 
(Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2003a). This assumption appears reasonable given currently 
available information (NRC, 1999, 2002; Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2004b). Although DOE 
continues to evaluate alternative interpretations for waste package response to basaltic magma 
(Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2003a), propagation of this assumption through performance 
calculations addresses staff questions in Agreement IA.2.19 regarding at-condition strength 
properties and aging effects on waste package performance during igneous intrusive events. 

DOE has conducted additional analyses to evaluate the possible thermal and chemical effects 
on waste packages in drifts located adjacent to drifts potentially intersected by basaltic magma. 
These analyses are needed because basaltic magmas can produce gases that could 
measurably increase the corrosion rates of steel and other metal alloys (Bechtel SAlC 
Company, LLC, 2003a). DOE uses an advective-diffusive process model to evaluate the 
potential migration of magmatic gases from a drift intersected by magma to an adjacent, 
nonintersected drift (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2004b). This generalized advection model 
relies on a critical assumption regarding the extremely low effective permeability of the 
potentially intruded basalt, Although Bechtel SAC Company, LLC (2004b) cites permeability 
information from analog basaltic intrusions to support this assumption, the uncertainties in 
these data do not consider the likely effects on basalt permeability arising from interactions 
between flowing magma and engineered systems in a 5-m [16-ft]-diameter drift. 

W 

Joints and fractures develop in cooling magmas in response to the cooling rate and the 
orientation to cooling surfaces (e.g., DeGraff and Aydin, 1993). Potential repository drifts 
containing waste packages, supports, and drip shields present multiple cooling surfaces for 
possible basaltic magmas, relative to the simple cooling geometries in analog intrusions. The 
DOE analog intrusion sites such as Paiute Ridge, Nevada, also represent much larger volumes 
of magma than could potentially fill a drift (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2003~). Although a 
magma-filled drift is modeled by DOE as cooling to ambient temperatures within approximately 
30 year (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2004b), the Paiute Ridge intrusion likely remained 
hundreds of degrees above ambient temperatures for at least 200-300 year following intrusion 
(Ratcliff, et at., 1994). These significant differences in cooling rate and surface orientations 
likely result in significant differences in fracture abundances between analog intrusion sites and 
potential magma emplaced in drifts. Based on these effects, the permeability of cooled magma 
in a drift could be similar to host rock permeabilities {i.e., on order of 1 0-l2 m2 [ lo-”  ft2], 
Rosseau, et al., 1999) rather than on order of 
(Bechtel SAC Company, ILLC, 2003~). Thus, current DOE models may significantly 
underestimate the amount and composition of corrosive magmatic gases that could advect from 
drifts potentially intersected by basaltic magma into adjacent, nonintersected drifts. This effect 

m2 ft2] as used in the DOE models 
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leads to larger uncertainties in the radiological source term used by DOE to evaluate the 
significance of igneous intrusive events in performance calculations (Bechtel SAC Company, 
LLC, 2003a). 

* 
Although DOE has conducted additional analyses to support conclusions regarding waste 
package response to direct contact by basaltic magma, DOE has not yet considered a realistic 
range of rock permeabilities in models for advective gas flow between potentially intersected 
drifts and adjacent, nonintersected drifts. Because exposure to magmatic gases could 
significantly accelerate metal corrosion rates, and increase radiological source-terms 
(i.e., Zone 2 in Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2004b) for an igneous intrusive event, NRC 
considers the DOE response to Agreement IA.2.19 to be insufficient for completion of the 
agreement at this time. 

4.4 Aareement IA.2.20 

In Appendix D of Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC (2003a), DOE provides additional information 
regarding the wasteform response to basaltic igneous conditions. For waste packages located 
in drifts not intersected by basaltic magma, the DOE models conclude there will be no adverse 
thermal or chemical effects from nearby basaltic magmatism that would adversely affect 
wastepackage performance (Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2004b). Thus, the waste form in 
these unaffected drifts also would not be affected by potential igneous activity in adjacent drifts. 
Staff concerns with the current DOE analyses for gas flow into nonintersected drifts are 
discussed in Section 4.3 of this report. 

Current DOE models conclude that waste packages located in drifts potentially intersected by 
basaltic magma will lose their waste isolation functions because the adverse physical, thermal, 
and chemical conditions during this event (Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2004b). This 
information also indicates that cladding will fail during a potential basaltic igneous event 
(Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2004b). The DOE model also assumes that much of the waste 
from potentially disrupted waste packages will be embedded in basalt, although the mechanics 
of this process are poorly known (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 2004b). Although few details 
are provided, uranous oxide in the waste is thought to alter to a uranyl silicate phase such as 
soddyite during a potential basaltic intrusive event. Solubilities of uranyl silicates such as 
soddyite are lower than the solubilities of uranyl oxide hydrates such as schoepite (Bechtel 
SAC Company, LLC, 2003d). Nevertheless, DOE does not account for this potential waste 
alteration effect in the performance calculation and adopts a presumably conservative approach 
that the wasteform is unaffected during a potential igneous intrusive event (Bechtel SAC 
Company, LLC, 2003a, 2004b). Thus, inflowing meteoric water following a potential igneous 
event will rapidly alter the uranous oxide in spent nuclear fuel to uranyl oxide hydrates such as 
schoepite (Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2003d). This assumption is the same as adopted for 
the basecase hydrologic release model (Bechtel SAC Company, LLC, 2003d, 2004b). 

W 

In addition to chemical alteration effects, potential basaltic igneous events may affect the 
physical characteristics of high-level waste. Basaltic magma temperatures are likely >1,000 "C 
[1,832 OF] and can occur under varying levels of oxygen fugacity (e.g., Bechtel SAC Company, 
LLC, 2003~). These conditions may lead to the formation of transgranular fractures in the 
wasteform (e.g., NRC, 1996). Formation of such fractures could increase the wasteform 
dissolution rates. Current DOE models and analyses, however, have not considered the 
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potential for transgranular fracturing during basaltic intrusive events (Bechtel SAlC Company, 
LLC, 2003a, 2004b). 

Although the DOE analyses have not examined the entire range of physical conditions likely 
during basaltic intrusive events and potential effects on wasteform alteration processes, the 
basecase assumption for radionuclide solubilities appears reasonably conservative based on 
rapid schoepite formation with exposure to meteoric water (Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC, 
2003d, 2004b). Nevertheless, DOE has not yet considered the mechanical effects of potential 
basaltic igneous events on the wasteform with regard to possible increases in transgranular 
fracturing. Because an increase in transgranular fracturing could lead to an increase in waste 
dissolution rates following an igneous intrusive event, NRC considers the DOE response to 
Agreement IA.2.20 to be insufficient for completion of the agreement at this time. 

5.0 SUMMARY 

Staff evaluated the DOE responses to four Igneous Activity Key Technical Issue agreements. 
These agreement responses are contained in Appendixes A-D to Bechtel SAlC Company, LLC 
(2003a). The specific agreements evaluated were IA.2.03 AIN-1, IA.2.09 AIN-1, IA.2.19, and 
IA.2.20. Staff concludes the information provided by DOE satisfies the intents of Agreements 
IA.2.03 AIN-1 and IA.2.09 AIN-1. Additional information is needed, however, to satisfy the 
intent of Agreement IA.2.19 with regard to gas-flow modeling during potential basaltic intrusive 
events. Additional information also is needed to satisfy the intent of Agreement IA.2.20 with 
regard to possible transgranular fracturing of waste during potential basaltic intrusive events. 

6.0 STATUS OF THE AGREEMENT 

Based on the preceding review, the information provided by DOE satisfies the intent of Igneous 
Activity Key Technical Issue Agreements IA.2.03 AIN-1 and IA.2.09 AIN-1. Therefore, NRC 
considers those agreements complete. Key Technical Issue Agreements IA.2.19 and IA.2.20 
are considered incomplete until additional information is provided by DOE to satisfy the intent of 
these agreements. 

p.. 
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Project: Documentation of data used in calculations for the paper “Dynamic controls on summit and 
flank eruptions of basalt,” by Woods, Gladstone and Hill (2005). March 1,2005. These data are 
summarized from previously documented sources, but are shown here to assist the traceability of these 
data into the current paper. 

1968 Cerro Negro: Eruption volumes and durations from EXCEL spreadsheet CERONGRO.XLS, using 
data from Taylor and Stoiber (1969) and Viramonte and Discala (1970) as summarized in Hill et al. 
(1998). 

DRE Falls = 0.0045 km3, cone = 0.0082 km3, and lava = 0.0069 km3. Eruption duration is 42 days, 
giving pyroclastic mass flow rate of (0.0045+0.0082)/(42d*24*3600) = 3.5 m3/s 
lava flow rate of 0.0069/(42d*24*3600) = 1.9 m3/s 

1975 Tolbachik Cone 1 : Eruption volumes and durations from EXCEL spreadsheets TOLB-LAVA.XLS 
and TOLBFALL.XLS. DRE falls = 0.105 km3, cone = 0.084 km3, and lava = 0.020 km3. Eruption 
duration is 34 days, giving: 
pyroclastic mass flow rate o i  (0.105+0.084)/(34d*24*3600) = 64.3 m3/s 
Lava duration, though, is only 1 1 days, giving lava flow rate of 0.0204 1 ld*24*3600) = 2 1 .O m3/s 

w 

Entries into Scientific Notebook No. 88 for the period 9/15/04 to 3/18/05 (pp. 437-461) have been made 
by Brittain E. Hill. No original text entered into this Scientific Notebook has been removed. 

Brittain E. Hill / 
Y 

I have reviewed this scientific notebook and find it in agreement with QAP-001. There is sufficient 
information regarding methods used for conducting tests, acquiring and analyzing data so that another 
qualified individual could repfat this aciivity. 

H. Lawrence McKague / / I  {-k 
;’ i,: k 
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